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ADstract 

Tliis thesis is a study of tlie .:tsola ted lieroine in 

Margaret Laurence I's Manawaka nove·ls·. Anum5er of factors. con'7' 

tribute to her isolation, including lier sense of separation 

from self, her sense of alienation from the environment in 

which she lives, and a struggle to come to terms with the in

fluences which her sense of the past exerts on her personal

ity. Tlie pattern of personal development from a position of 

weakness and alienation to a position of self-understanding 

and responsibility is common to all four of Margaret Laur-

ence~s Manawaka heroines. Each heroine survives and achieves 

a sense of personal freedom, which Laurence has described as 

tlie central concern of her works. l This search for a signifi

cant life and a real sense of responsibility arise out of the 

experience of isolation, an experience which can be seen as 

Canadian, nut at the same. time universal, a frequent concern in 

works of the twentieth century. 

The present study will investigate the phenomena of 

is'olation and alienation and the resultant development of a 

t survival l
> ethic, which is in som~ ways analogous to the 

existentialist concept of the outsider, which appears in much 

twentieth-century literature. It is almost inevitable that a 

twentieth-century writer will have come, at some time, under 

the influence of existentialist thouglit. Much bventieth-cen

tury literature, as well as philosophy, sociology, and psychol-

iii 
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ogy, is concerned with the problem of isolation. There is no 

way in which Margaret Laurence could be unaware of isolation 

as a personal and literary problem, and while I do not intend 

to argue that her Manawaka novels are solely existentialist, 

they are works produced by someone whose childhood years were 

spent in an isolated town in the Canadian prairies, and whose 

crucial early years as a writer were spent as Iran outsider who 

experienced a seven year love affair with a continent, but 

woo in the end had to remain in precisely that relationship.,,2 

The concerns with isolation and alienation and the search for 

trutn or meaning which produced the outsider in other litera

tures are certainly present in Canadian literature, so it is 

not surprising that Laurencets heroines exhibit characteris

tics typical of people who find themselves alone. 

This thesis, then, concerns the psychological and emo

tional journey of the isolated heroine as she struggles with 

alienation from her environment and with personal loneliness 

and isolation to achieve a deeper understanding of life and a 

fuller appreciation of it. In a sense, what follows is a study 

of a visiop of life which allows the protagonist to reach an 

understanding of herself a~ a cUlmination of her own personal 

past, her ancestral history, and her present situation. 

Laurencets isolated heroines learn to face life's sorrows and 

its beauties, and to use their knowledge to' achieve a fuller 

and deeper appreciation of life, to act with courage and res

ponsiBility, and to survive with hope and dignity. Through

out I will consider other critical appraisals of Margaret 
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Laurence~s work and will also indicate, where approp~iate, 

similarities between the situations of her heroines and the 

behaviour and environments of the existentialist outsider. 
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Introduction 

A concern with isolation is common_Jn,<tW;§Jl:!;i,~:t;ft-
--_. "-- -'"-"."-~".,,.,-< ..... "., •. <--<~,, ..... ,,-•.• "" ... "'~'" -- •. ~ •• < .. ""-,,."~~.,,~.-- .... 

century works of literature ClI?:-.g.,j:,§t pg.+:t;iG.~J.ar+y prominent in 
,.~-- -" ,. • . '-~" -..•. -. "-·~-'-'''-·''''''-·'''''~'.·-·<''~C'''''l'?.:?o:-:;''''''~>~'~ 

-~anadian literature .. l TJie present study concerns the isola-

ted heroines of Margaret Laurence~s Manawaka novels and the 
G) . 

('7, factors whlch produpe tI1.e:i;~ .. _ .:h.sglqtj:on -- their sense of 
~.,,~ __ ~!,I _"" .. ,,_.,."_'''''''''''-''':I";-'~ ... _ .'"' ..... ~""''"'_,..-~'''''''?>."., ... ,-.:x':)-:.- 'o~.,· ... J-' .,~,,,,, .. ~,,,.-.,,,,,,~_~,., ....... ~jV';'.'_'>'-'J'~,-, -,- .l«"il ""~ ~ .. , .•. ~ ..... _~_""""" ..... _ .. _ ....... ~ 

(i") 
separation from self an~alienation from their environments, 
__ -.-_c-.o __ ' __ '" __ .".. ,< _'C ... ~,. ___ •• ~u_~".,.~.~,,,,_,~_· __ ,,,~,~._........-.-...:;..""'''','''' .--.. '-" ....... >~-."'- "->""<-'--"":-""-"'"." -"""~"-'.'-_.-_ '._"~.1-'~'''''h'~_'''~"""~.,,.~.~;.,~.q,~,,>-.,.,c..,oA.l''_'''-''''_.·_''-'''';:'''''-J_'' .•. ,'::" "_FT' • 

coming to terms with themselves. This requir~~_~ a .Sl:-eat deal 
"- .. --

of self-understanding, as well as a coming to terms with 

Doth their ancestral history and tneir personal pasts, to 

produce a kind of survival ethic2 a fuller and deeper ap-

preciation of life and an ability to act with courage and 

responsibility-and ultimately to survive with hope and dig-

nity. The isolated heroine is both a Canadian phenomenon 
1,-

and a character who appears frequently in twentieth-century 

lLterature as a whole. 

gous to 

Further, the isolated heroine is in some ways analo
!\ ) 

the figure of the outsider often encountered in exis-
'----.. ~·-.P . ", ~ ~.___ . . - "' ',',« "",.'.',,' ,- • 

tentiali::s-:t ,~f~~ngs. There are a nUmDer of bases on which 

this comparison can be made, and they will be developed 

further in this introduction. The principal points which 

will be considered as forming a discernible pattern among 

Laurence~s heroines include several which would allow them 

to be considered as outsiders in an existentialist sense. 

I 
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I. \ \ 
\ ' v 

a sense. of personal isola ti:on andsep9,Xg,tiQn from .thg.sQ.Gie-
•. '.<" ......... " .............. ,~-. .~.~'''.''7. ~~_._ .. -,'" .-.x .•.• <''''",..,._ .... _'"'''_....,.,....,.:~. . _.-

ties in which tney live. All four are in onE?y{c!Y,Q;t;,g,.J.1,9:t:.l:ler 
___ ~""_.~N"'~-'~"'-·····'·'-···'·--'·-·~ ........ --..... .. " ."., •.. ",. .. ,..... ................. c2j.. .... "," 

dissatisfied with their present exi.steJ).c~es, and all mustQQn-_ . _, .. _.' -_" .. - ." .... __ .. -, . ~-.-. ___ ., __ .r_~_ .. ~_F~·~·_."...-"'~-=---"_.,.,.J.~"'·~,"'.T.·_,_ > •• 

dertake a journey to self-dis?overy willcn fnvolves a 29:ming 

to terms with what Laurence descrilies as "the stultifying 
• -. ,- ". -. :t'-' 

effec~;~r' 0;" ~~~ past. 3 All experience revelations Cusuall~i-) 
,"" .... -." 

as a result of an eXPe:l:"ielJ:~.§-.9 .. t" death] about li.fe which,. allow 
...... _ .... _~~'"".f .. j .... .-....---'.~ .... d"'--l'""'-,.._ •• ~,.s--.-...... -~.·. _.c. p •••••• •• • ~ • - .• - .: .'.- .'~'- ' •• , 

.. :t:!tE:Ill ,~o 1:"e,?'ich a ;L,~ygl" .. 9 t'P.e..r.§Qp.al peac:~ and satisfaction 

which was previously unattainable. 

These concerns can be seen as existentialist in nature, 

and preoccupation with them is evident in both North American 

and European modern li.terary traditions. Such concerns as the 

isolation of the individual from modern society, the search 

for meaning and significance in modern li.fe, as well as the 

need to disc()ver personal identi.ty; are pressing ones in the 

Canadian li.terature of this century. Concern with isolation 

in Canadian li.terature is not really surprising, conf,Jidering 

even such basic elements as the sheer physical size of Canada 

and our relatively sparse populati.on, together with the 

fact that most of our people have, as John Moss says, "come 

from abroad within the last few generations. ,,4 Because of 

the similarity of the concerns which we find in Canadian 

literature to those which have produced the outslder in other 

modern literatures, there are grounds for comparing the iso-

lated heroine in Canadian novels (~n this case, those of Mar-
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garet LaurenceL to the fi.gure of the outsider which will be 

described during the course of tus introduction. As Jonn 

Moss states in Patterns o·t Tsol·a·ti:on (1974J: 

Laurence ••. share~~ ••• in a vi.sion of 
indi.vidual i.solati.onthat is Doth univer
sal and contemporary. ffier novel.§] par
ti:cipate in the traditions of Canadian 
ficti.on. That they are also continuous 
wi.th the cosmopolitan traditi:on of con
temporary literature written in English 
is not irrelevant. S 

Moss goes on to say further that UtIle i:mminence of geophysi.-

cal reali.ty in relati.on to the patterns of human isolation 

evokes. a profound response in the Canadian imagination,,6 and 

that Irby addressing ••• theuni.versal reader ..• Laurence 

treat~~ Canadian experience as the valid continuation of a 

larger world. ,,7 As well, Clara Thomas suggests that "the 

strong loutsider r:- figure ••.. has been central to all ["Mar

garet Laurence'iJ Manawaka novels i.n the persons of both 

women and men."a 

Many outsiders may be found in Canadi.an literature. 9 

rn order to discuss this figure in Canadian fiction, however, 

and particularly in Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels, we 

must first obtain a 1?ict1.l~~. of whottLe Qut$id.§t' .. is., .... d,isc,Qver 
____ " ___ --n_,,..' ....... _ •. ".,. ~ _'~_~""_- o· . 

what his concerns ar~e, . and determine the way in which l)..e 

deals wi:tlh ... them. 

In modern European literature and philosophy, the 

outsider's abiding concern is a search for truth. This search 

for meaning encompasses all aspects of life for the o1.lt.sider. 
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As Colin Wilson argues in his popular study The "Ou·tsid·er 

(l958t, I[tli.i.s ideal, to t.:stand for truthrj is the one dis .... 
:-i •. , • ",,~ ~. ~ 

cernible current that flows through all twentieth-century 
--.. -." -,'" -,'" 

~~~~~'~·~~;:·.I:Io'''· ~'ecause the s'earch for truth is the central 

concern of the outsider and oecause it involves all aspects 

of-h.is life, the outsider does not necessarily emerge from 

anyone particular background. It is not unreasonable, then, 

to expect to find such a f.igure in Canadian literature, jus.t 

as he is to be found in otrLer literatures. All serious 
\ :~ ,. 

authors: search for trutIi, each in: her own way, and given the 

nature of twentieth-century literature and Margaret Laurence~s 

avowed concern with the individual"s search for self-knowl-

edge and truth, it seems likely that such a figure will ap-

pear in Iier work. In an interview with Graeme Gibson, Lau-

rence discusses the importance of a search for truth to her 

work as a novelist, whi.ch she believes is to speak of Il'what 

II 
everybody knows ... but hardly anybody says .. " 

To be concerned with truth. 9-0es,no:LmeanthSlj:: tIie 

outsider is necessarily an intellectual, nor does he neces-

sarily have any special wisdom to bestow. He isa person 

who seeks to come to grips with the reality of life in its 

suffering and seeming hopelessness. He has "awakened to 
.. 

chaos ll
• CO, J? ~ IS} This anticipates something of the "Vic- \/ ) I,,""") 

tim Experienc~1t descril?ed by Margaret Atwood in surVivalA<, 3j¥:·~,",." { 
..... ,_... I \ I,·, 

(1972), her thematic guide to Canadian literature. To put i ((f/{hi,:U 

12 
the outsi.der' s pred~cament .. in Atwood t s terms, he has moved 

.; ,).-
'~J' ",---i'" 

U 
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from Posi.tion One (denial of; his conditionl through Position 

Two (acknowledgement of hls conaition, but belief in its in-
'_'r ' ,"n,. .' ~:' - . "." 

evi.tabilityl, to Posi.tion Three (acknowledgement of his con-
I •• :f " • ;'._-~-c ~ "' -.' -

diti0n, and a refusal to accept i.t as inevitablel. 
"r.,r .• '~ ,,- ";';".;'f'-"';:" ",oJ ",~-,,>-~,-.:~ ...• ,,'~., -r' "~" -.-; .. ,.- '-- • '. 

The ap-

pearance of the outsider as represented by the isolated 
r-"-_. _~._,_,,,,~.,,,,",,~,,.~,,,-,c>.-'~''''~''''''''''''-' ","'.- .• ",<> •• '-'-00.'<>-. ~":.""-~ __ ~_ -,' '.'. ~ '"." .-.- "- ... -•. ~<'--. "'. ;.:C<, ,.-,.~~. _,r",lO.:-c",,,:::,..z-_..<=o.. -'" c-,," . - , '.~·,.",o-", -,". _.J, ••• • - •••• ~_., '.., _." ~_ ,_,~, _<._4. 'f" _ <~.' ,.;.-

heroine, and the theme of survival, at. least in the spiritual 
-.- -". -~-. " . .; .". . - . . " '.' 

sense that Laurence isco£~~!='!led_ wi.:th it, ar~.linkeq in very 
---.--~'~-'-'" •. --'''-.,-~'''''-~~- .• -~ ~- '-'~""'. . "-'-", ~~-",-~..,..."'<~"' ..... >~.,....~.,. .... ' •. '" .. '-~~ 

important ways. Laurence says of her heroines that "each 
---,. 'f 

finds wi.thin herself an ability to survive -- not just to go 
-~'.~. , ., 

on living, but to change and to move into new areas of life. ,,13 

- ~ 
~. ~.'" .' 

Further to this, in response to the question of whether 
-",. 

nCanada i.s a country of the Old Testament -- one of exile and 

alienation and punishing gods -- or i.s there a sense of 

hope and expectancy of the New Testament in our literature?" 

she ha C; 1° d If I thO k th . - t-- -,14 ;..; rep ~e , in ere' s bo h.' 

The outsider, though-not necessarily gifted with 

special insight, nor necessarily a genius, is Hthe one roan 

who knows he is sick in a civilization which doesn't know 

it is sick." (0, p. 20) Such increased perception leads the 
., .. , .... -_ ... -. 

outsider to feel like a stranger in the society to which he 

belongs, and this .leads tim to a, feeling of alienation and a 

sense of the u,:(l.,:J;E:ality Of life. This sense of alienation is 

present to a large degree in all of the Manawaka heroines 

with whom we will be dealing, and will be discussed in more 

detail later. Laurence's preoccupation with isolation, Clara 

Thomas suggests, was intensified by the time she spent in 
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Africa, which II issued in works that explored themes of exile, 

loss, and manklnd l.s stubhorn, .valiant quests for home and 

freedom; they also led her to see that these themes were 

lS particularly urgent to her own people as well. 1f Margaret 

L~urence grew up in the small Manitoba town of Neepawa, of 

which she says It I felt the loneliness and the isolation of 

the land itself, and yetI always considered Southern Mani

toba to;be very beautiful, and I still do."l6 Thomas ela-

borates upon this observation: "The isolation of small 

groups of people in a vast land was one of the factors in 

the growth of a to,~rs personality,~l7 and many critics see 

Manawaka as an isolated environment. l8 

Both Atwood and Mossl9'_believe that a sense of un-

reaLt~Y". is COlTlIll()Il tl1.,S~n~~c,t ' .. :<'l3Z~ fJ1P~rt t:Q ()"ll:r- ra ther:,~rt 

history and occasional lack of a firm sense of Canadian iden-

tity. Such. a sense of alienation forces the outsider to 

searc~ for meaning in a life which. has: come to seem futile. 

r,H.e must overcome his sense of futility, change his perception 
""-.... ·:...-·">--"'"-&.."."'-~".-"'""t~""'. __ --'." ... -<" ... <:_.· ..• ,:;.- I~ __ '_' '. ~ e... -.,,~ .. ,-.J'" "-,',. _.~j' "._. ,_", _:./ .• _:_.'~. _." .- '". , - ._-'." .<:-... ,:. "-'.' : •. "L :".-':'" . -.- .. ; ... :;-.~". ,'-

of li.fe, and reaffirm life IS value. Although altering one's 
r ,.,:. " •• • • _~ :-:~_':~;.::.' 

'-o~.. .-,~, .";<...,,,.;.,' ~ -. 

way of experiencing life is as simple as a change of percep-

ti.on, such a change is not easily achieved, for it involves 

facing and accepting the futility of one's present experience, 

"" " 
a far too frightening prospect for many. The movement from 

Position One or TVfO to Position Three is extr~me.ly difficult 

to manage. Much of our bondage, then, is self-imposed. .n 
'.' '----._~_._.'"." ••• ~,_·."~."_c_,,,,,· .. , ......... ' ........ " .. 

In Laurence's words, Ita great many of the things that have to 
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,I 

do wi-tn personal liberation or freedom, it seems to me, in

volve labouring TIlight:tly against a door that is not locked." 20 

Those who cannot face responsili:tli:ty for their own lives, 

although they may :tn real:tty sharetne outsider~s iTIlpulses, 
.< ,,,. r"' _ F ........ ' •• _-•• ",'", "' '._" ~ ~~!;_,~.,. .• ,., 0., '-' :;. -,-. ."":" ~---: ' .. '-.0 ~. ,-. - . .", - . 

\l'keep up a pretense, to tliemselves, to others; their resoec-
_ ,'_ '>" ." -", • .,:; ,< "",' '. --',---~.- ,~., ,., """""'~ -'. <- .. " ... ,~"<'- ,'F,_" ~::""" 

tanil:tty, their philosop~y, their religion, are all attempts 

to gloss over, to make look c:tvili;2;ed.3.na .rat,iQl}.q,l,.:something 

which is savage, unorganized, irrational." (0, p. 131 This 
. . ....... - , ..•. , ..... ;'._ ... ,.,.'.-,. 

withdrawal is strongly reminiscent of TIlany of Laurence~s 

characters, :tncluding Mrs. Cameron, Tess Fog;.er, Mac, Brooke 

Skelton, and Buckle Fennick. As David Blewett observes, the 

~n,h£:J?~fe:t:.anE!3_wt9"t",>,,~gtt~Wa~9:Z, ,~r.§, ,9,P. to ~f",tr£ULJ>ne 
.-aD.~Qthe£~Jl¥.,~;r;u;,i~le""'""t.i1n:tq:i:, tX,J'_=!,Iie a war ene s s 0 f 
.~9cial differences, ,and as, a' "res'uIF,iret-:-Iarge
iy"unable 'foc6fuiriurircate their feelI:ngs,"6r 

~!~~n~~~;f:~~~~~~~~, .. ,~~~~~~i:~~!~~~~f~f~~:~rli:,~~~d 
. and if they live i:n ManawaRa "lo~,~"~,~~9,~~!iLfo,1,2:!ca 

. 'RactieI:;.CamertnT"SC"'motlier . tfiey'pre.r:er not to be 
D~~u tit" di:stufbed':i2':I:"""",,,,,g,,, ' , 

This situation parallels Atwoodls trposition One". The out-

sider, in either "Position Two" or "Position Three" is not 
~--.- .. "., ... -~~ .... ,.:;.-- ---",<~_.- ." -, .. :: '-",.-.'-" ".," 

able to ignore or "gloss over" these impulses; instead, he 
~. ,. ,";' _ .. , .-1'··~' . 

must face them ?irectly. If he is unable to transcend "Posi-
." __ '_~~~~"~''-'' .-- .. ~~';o" ,-

tion Two", he will be caught in believing only in life's 

futility; his probable choice of action will be suicide. This 

is unacceptanle to the "Position Three" outsider: he is a 

survivor, and he must proceed to a reaffirmation of the value 
, .. "~'-'~.--.-.. ~.'.-. 

and significance of life. Reaching the position of reaffir-
~.-..:-....,-,-- .- .. _-..,.. .. ,.-,,----

mation involves facingalld accepting his condition and acting 
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to alter it. 

The outsider "s search.-i:s for -meaning and freedom, 

22 the avowed theme of Laurence "s novels, and a release from 
&",",,~~-....-'--"'-'.- ", " '- "=, ....... ,. "~-""'~" "", ... ~.,. -,' !1""_ .',..,_. 

--""'~'''''''-'''''''''''''''''= .~.<-->O!~~ .... 

~nreality. Because the desire for freedom involves a search 
~"""".-...~-'""~ ... ~ 

for spiritual meaning, the outsider's search becomes a reli-
.~~_ ...• _"~.,.~.,uA9: .... ,£.,,~.;I'~.,, ,,-;. ;.:!""};':>. ~-.~~7"· -.' '" - ~-.-,:'--'-':;'-'- 'c' .-\,'.':,-,.>--,:'-<"-.:'~-"",.:"> . ·.;,~·~>:.c ,.',y', ~ ; ;'0;,.' .... :- • _ : •••.•• 

gious quest. The religious nature of the quest in Laurence's 

navels is reinforced by her use of religious symbol.ism, and 

in some cases, as in Hagar's, by an achievement of salvation 
. _ .. _ •.•. __ ,.~ _._ ,<,. -,". .-". '''_ .. 't='J,t.:.,.{ .. £,:·,,,~v~~'.-,'''<:-;;-''-~··C •. -:''> .-' .... ,,~, ....... ~. 

in a spiritual sense. It is interesting, in this connection, 

to note Sandra Djwa's observation that: 

Laurence, like Jung, seems to locate God in 
the human soul and to sometimes define reli
gion in terms of the Jungian "numinous ex
perience" which can lead to psychological 
change .••• This sensibility does seem to 
emerge as a kind of latter day psychological 
puritanism in which salvation is redefined 
in relation to the discovery of the self and 
true grace is manifested by a new sense of 
life's direction. 23 

The attainment of freedom is something which must be pursued 

qgtJv;el¥..... It cannot be bestowed upon us -- it must be claimed 
.~ • ··i,--'J,' ... ,,·: '~'.~; .~",' , ',' 

as a right, otherwise we are in danger of .slipping into a 

lower form of life, a possibility which the outsider perceives 

and detests. As Wilson argues, "freedom lies in finding a 

course of action that gives expression to that part of Lu~ ... 

that is not contented with the trivialCl,~?- unheroic." CO, p. 

33) It is this freedom that Laurence's protagonists seek~ 

For manv, their course of action arises out of a crisis in 
__ ~_ .... ".".,. •••• > ... r •••• ::'-~--•• ~~.-~~,·~.--.,,"'"'~"·' ~L,.",.,...,.~or-..... , •. ,~ . ...= •.. , - d,., ,. 

life when they must take a stand or be lost. This is the case 

for Hagar, Rachel, Stacey, and Morag, the isolated Manawaka 
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heroines wi.tfi whom I wi.l.l he. concerned in this study. 24 What 

is involved for tliem is not ne.ce.ssar~ly· a cJiange in th.e.outer 

forms of their lives, as Rachel and Stacey realize finally, 

but a change in perception Cas would occur in a move from 

Atwood's' II'Position Two II to nPcisition Three "}. This change 

of dialectical movement. The outsider finds fiimsel:f in a po-

sition of false security, which, though relatively stable and 
. ",',_.r_''''r_ O ., .... ' • " "--='~~'-.'--" 

fy his deep need to live more fully. rt is this need, as well 
. . 

as his heightened ability to see life's potential, which 
• • < ••• -,,_ .•• - - -. 

causes him to feel dissatisfied with the kind of life he is 

living. Only through action, the third step in his movement 

of perception, can he assume responsibility for his existence 

and affirm his sense of lifets value. CIt hardly needs to be 

repeated here that this three-part movement again parallels 

Atwood I s Victim Positions)'. In a similar fashion, Margaret 

Laurence's isolated heroines progress from initially denying 

the condition of their lives to seeing themselves as they are. 

This places them in a position to begin acting to alter their 

conditions. They all experience this change in perception to 

some degree, though not all in the same measure or in the 

same form. Ultimately the responsibility for and control of 

life rests with the individual, as Laurence's heroines real-

ize. Life requires an active way of seeing the world, not 

merely a passiv~op§.gxya:t:J«:m of it. It requires involvement 
----«" "'-".,.,. ~"~-.,,,~--,~ .. -- .-'""""" ;,.,,~ .. -~.- .... 
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and taking charge of one. ~ s destiny tnroug~ positive acts o:e 

will. The outsider nel:teveE> he- "can taRe. charge of his 

"life in this way and tliereJ5y gain control over his destiny"" 

Alienati.on~ al tl1.oug~ a common concern in tw_enti.et~'" 

century literature, LS ofteI'ltflough.t to Re solely tli.e condi .... 
'"-'. " .. ..... :.'--.- .. 

-Eian of certain easily identifi.anlegroups of people in 

society: the elderly, th.e criminally -minded, the spcially' 

aberrant, and others who do not fit the mold of conventional 

soci::ety.. The outsider's belief, on the other hand, is that 

everyone in society experiences ali::enation from others but 

masks this from himself. Laurence t s characters echo this 

beli::ef, since, as Clara Thomas argues, Laurence 'tperceives 

individuals as strangers in a strange land, and her effort 

has: neen, throughout, to Know and to show the 'heart of a 

stranger t- ."1(25 As well, Laurence fias told Donald Ca-meron tliat 

I'thi::s human loneliness and isolati"on, which obviously occurs 

26 e..ve.rxwhere, seems to me to be part of -man "s tragedy. II W:tl-

son speaks of the impossibi'lity of total communication be-

tween people (0, p. 57) as" bei.ng of fundamental concern to 

the. outsider. Margaret Laurence herself discusses this i'n a 

passage from Long Drum"sand" Cann"o"ns (1968 J ° Here she discus-

ses lithe impossibly complicated difficulties of one person 

speaking to another, attempting to make himself known to an-

other, attempting to hear -- really to hear -- what another 

;s say;ngon27 Thi bl f ~ t~ t'" t .... ............. s pro em 0 commun~ca ~on, or, ra Her, l.Le 

lack of it, LS, as G. Do" Ki"lla-m says, Itcen tral to Margaret 
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28 Laurence l s novels. It It is. the main concern of all the 

women whose stories she tells, 5~ecause, as she has told 

Donald Cameron, "I feel that~. h-unian beings ought to be able. to 

touch- each other far more than they do. ,,29~ Margaret Atwood 

sees the same "difficulty in conununicating, or even acknowl-
,------~-~.-~~.>."~.-........ ~~" .. ~,. , .. ,,_· .. ···,,·c··~ .• ····_·.,.,· .. ·~ "'-~':rb-"" .~."" 

edging .... fears and hatred'" as Being di:stinctly Canadian. 

In her Manawaka novels', Margaret Laurence p~esents us 

with a variety of isolated, outsider figures, both characters 

whose i:solation is obvious and others in whom it startles us 

somewhat. At first we are presented with the elderly Hagar, 

isolated from h-er socie~ty and from us as readers ny her ex-

treme age. Her position as an outsider is no surprise, but 'C. (('f (' >; 

we. may be incli::;:~. -t::?J?ut it 
, 

altfiough a close look at her 

h·I ' •• : tv]} I 
down merely to her advanced age, . 'f . .. ~ .. ~ ~ .. '~~"" . l;h}] r I 

li:fe reveals that she has always '- . .., .~.(~,f 

been an outsider. Rachel, an unmarried woman approaching 

middle age, also suffers alienati.on. What we are not imroedi-

ately certain of is the sense that this isolation is experi...;. 

anced by all. The circumstances of Hagarts and Rachells 

ltves allow us easily to distance ourselves from them. The 

next portrait of the ?1J.!sider, however, is somewhat more dis-
_,.o."....."'~._,.""'" '·~;".'T,'''',;'''-·A···~-~· - .... ""~-. - ". """,:., .• :."r -/ "'·-'.,;";·~:;';""""""i"".""·'·' ~-~"",- .. '.~."- / ", it· 

turbing: by all accounts (interestingly, even by her own), f.: (e/f 

Stacey Cameron MacAindra, the happily married mother of four, 

ought to be content, but it seems that even marriage is no 

protection from the isolation that faces the individual. 

Stacey suffers torments similar to those of Hagar and Rachel, 

and Wi.lson t:s suggestion that "there is no communicSt.tion with 
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other human beings, even those we love lnostll' (O,p. 57[ s;eems' 
r--_____ ~_ ...• _~..__..~ ... ..,.__._....,-.~----••• < 

... ,--I'~~' •• __ .-,~~.,,_.-.--•• -.,. -~ '-"'~"':-'·";c~'~ ....... ""_.lY._~._~" •. _'" ~~l·. 

accurate in Stacey"s' cas'e. TF:te:. 'final Fi.er·oinewitIi whom we 

will be dealing seems, paradoxically, 50th the most and the 

least likely; surely i.f anyone can overcome the barriers 
-.•.• ~.~.- .-..• ~''''''''',,"''' -.,.r,,~-, c '" ' •• ,. h., .. ~I"" __ .'"- "'1"".·~;'''''''''4''''~'", ~'~~"_-=::"""'''''''_'''''-''''~'~'~' -il.,.., _ ~< .... C"''''''''~''''''''''''""'''''''--''''''''."''j._,, .... ~ .. ,: .. 

against communicati:on, i:t shOuld 5:e: someOne wlio lias devoted 

her li.fe to words. In fact, liowever, Morag is little more 

able than Hagar, Rachel, or Stac.E:¥ __ t,o 5reak,~~~_ 'sound barrierl; 

and her inability to communicate is a constant source of ag-
";~.- :.- ,-s,:::". - . ,-~. -'"."" ~ -. .-';. ":",-.: -" .. ,-.. -'-' -"-:'.,' 

gravation to her. As Clara Tfiomas' puts i:t: 
.~-...--: . ,", ,.'",.... ---.~"" ... -----:- .. -, ... ~. 

. --~,-::.' 

in the early novels Margaret Laurence was 
revealing the "ordinary ( woman as extraor
dinary; .]ie:re. tl1_§ ~;tter, thel'extraordinaryl: 
JW1llfPl,the'one"wl:f.'h agTft 'that"forces her 

~"~:f9i!:.h·~~~§ ·!1~F,:~'_SP.~,:L3:~§~~~:":~~'''~~·~p;g:·:m.Q~ii!~1~9,. 
"LUto the ordinary. ~ 

The point, of course, is that, as Thomas says, "no-one, it 

seems, i.s immune from the isolation that the individual ex-

peri.ences, and all these women, both ordinary and extraor-
• ~,. "., )\j~ ., ....... '''".--.---., -~ •• , ~~".-~~.,----•• -.",:~ " ~ •• ~'-"--- •• -~~ •• - ...., •• _.-

.~~,~-'''-.~'--<~,,< ",~_"",;",,,,",,,,,=.,,,~._.~,_:,,,,,. -.,~.,,,,.-~,,.;,,_p~"'~"'~ __ '" >' h~j·< 

dinary, must undertake this "double journeyf.,,32 
.".. . __ c.~ .• r _ ... " J,~"~- ~~ . ';:i,. • •• _~.:~ ~ ." .. - .~'.:- ,.- .:. > __ 0' 

All of Margaret Laurence's Manawaka heroines share 

in the problem of isolation, for Margaret Laurence maintains, 

~ t d ~ t' t J hn D th t .. I d 33 ~n con ra ~c ~on 0 0 onne, a every man ~s an ~s an . 

Other characters in her fiction also share this situation, 

but many are unable to transcend it. No matter what the , 

age or situation in life, within marriage or without, each 

person is, in Laurence l sview, ultimately alone. The out-

sider must ~qce isolation, but must not be defeated by it. 

The futility of much of life must be accepted, but the out-

sidertschallenge is to reaffirm the value of life despite 
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.its: seeming Iiopelessnes-s: .. Wli.at ttis: -:means .is- not tfi.at lr1ife 
-=---_-.=_ .... _.x"~ ".';J:.~_<:f-~CI'-'~~"'=~~~":~~~~·<<¥~~~;:@I{,~~~c~:t~*-,.';$-~Si'~~~~-:·':I·~~'':~~>~'f-:J-\;'<~.;t": :'.":" .:> •• 

.is: of no va1uej on the cOntrar.y, Ltfe.is: tli.e only value .. II' (0 , 
__ ~~L ... ,...",.~ ... ,<;r~_.",''''''~~)~'':''''-:''_~-'~''~:;\-:-'~-'-'_'cc" _ ..•.•.. , .. -<.",-.".; ... _ ._:_., _". ,", " .. /---".' ---.'~:-.:l:··."O. -_.-._ •. -.~" .. ',-.- .. ~- ',"., ..... - .• ,-..'. ,";: .• "", 

p. 381 The isolated outs.ider f.igure thus rejects suicide as 

a response to life.. Insteaa, he 'may overcome the futili~y he 
"."., 

. initially sees in life "by knowing himself better. By esta-
";:::., .. _ '~"" ",-,-,,~~r .... ' I' .. ,,,~ .'~,. ..... ""o~ • .--.• :.,\'~.'<""'-':,,;- _-~_~: . .t"''-c~''', • .• ,", > 

plishing a discipline to overcome his self-division. 1I (0, p • 
••.• , t:.'!."' •.... ,.-.; r"._,·· .• :-

245} It is this self-division which has, to a large degree, 

_~==:: .. -~~~J?,;.~.;~~~.~.':'~f;~' .. "i~,~;::~;,~,£;~~;<i;~~" .. ·~~-"';~~.·"-,~.i~~i ~~~~~;9.,;3'4'· and 

what Patricia Morley calls nthis psychic journey, back into 

roots and forward is at the heart of human experience and 

hence of literature. n35 
,/ 

The outsider becomes able to live 

fully and significantly and to escape the bonds forced on him 

:Qy convention and superficiality. This is what happens, in 
--. 

some degree, to Laurence's protagonists'-- Hagar is able to 

dLe wLtQ dLgnity, Rachel assumes responsibil~ty for her own 

"life and begins to make her own decisions, Stacey reaches 

a plane of honesty with herself and comes to realize her own 

strength and ability to cope, and Morag reaches a degree of 

peace and understanding of her artistic gift. Although the 

external circumstances of their lives remain largely un-

changed, all experience a form of growth and understanding 

which allows them to live more fully within their circum-

,stances. 

Attaining a sense of meaning in life involves faith 

in the power of the individual to alter his experience of 

"-existence,' but in the outsider's confrontation with his 
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world he is- left rltfLfew yessels i::n wfii:.cfL to place hls 

fai::tIi. Before he i::s ablete cfianqe Ius perception he ex.,.. 

periences a trauma wfilch brings nome to hi~ the paradoxical 

nature of life -- its fragility and futili::ty as well as its 
_"- ._.' '" .," ".,.'-'"',,_ h" , ._.,',.,. .. ; __ '., -,:.'-'. "~-"~ , ..... <.,. " .'" . '~r r-""-' "....,~_·".~·->-J~~·_.H ... T- " - •••••• " ._'. ,..' .> .. >;_' ....... ,_~.~ .. ~~ •. _.~.< .•. , ""_ 

-' ..... ~~--~.-... 

signi::fic£\p-ca ..... "Qf.:t;:eIl thls exper'i::ence involve's a confrontati::on 
• '''''''~_''_'i~.· .. ~~,-·_-·--7'~'''''· -". ""', ".' '-'-.",-"'" -.--.~,... ", .. ;.:, .. " ,~ _. ,_ <' .r _. __ • ",".,"'.:,. " ••• ,' " .,,-,,~. "-. -",":' • '" ,,", 

with deatfL -- the individuall's own (as with Ifagar or RachelL 

or that of someone lie. loves Cas W1.1:IiStacey and MoragL. This 

process involves a move from externally centred life to the 

discovery of an internal centre, since, as C.M. McLay claims, 

deatfL ureveals the true nature of individuality. ,,36 We are, 

Laurence sh.ows us, ultimately res'pons-i.ble for our own li::ves. 

Thi::s lesson is learned poignantly by Rachel, as well as by 

the other Manawaka heroines. Li::fe i::s too short and too pre-

ci::ous to be consumed i::n superfi::ciali::ty. As Patricia Morley 

explai::ns: 

Laurence depicts an often agonlzlng struggle 
to break. these bonds, to overcome alienati::on, 
to achieve an integration, both. personal and 
social, which is imaged as a freedom to love 
and to accept love, to share, to ~eet, to 
touch. 37 

Laurence~s Manawaka novels provide in part a Canadian 

dramati::zation of the outsider, and her presentation of this 

fi::gure is as forceful as any which has preceded hers. The 

isolated women that she presents in her Manawaka novels grow 

from an initial position of weakness and self-division to a 

new realization of self, in which they can live fully, with 

dignity and responsibility, and with a sense of personal 

freedom wfi.i.ch. was beyond their previous scope. 
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The concern in literature wit~ isolation is age-old, 

out tt is also a modern concern, and one which is fully 

present in Canadian literature. John Moss argues that 

It-patterns- of isolation in Canadian fiction provide one of a 

numner of :tts distinguishing cliaracteristics ••• Lang] ref-

lect tIle progress of tne Canadian imagination towards a 

positive identity.I~38 Margaret Laurence feels that; her own 

concern with the outsider arises from her Canadian experience 

of growing up in a small prairie town. 39 As well, her time 

spent as {Ian outsider who experienced a seven year love af

fair ll40 wit~ Africa has intensified thls concern. Her fami-

liarity with the works of other Canadian novelists like w.o. 

Mitchell and Sinclair Ross is- well known.
41 Ross' novel 

As' f-or Me-and My House (19411, in which the main characters, 
/ 

the Bentleys, are readily identifiable as outsiders _from their 

community,42 seems to have had a particular influence upon 

Laurencets own writing. Isolation, tnen, is a familiar theme 

and the isolated outsider figure a familiar character in 

Canadian fiction. It is interesting also that several critics 

have seen Laurence's books in these terms. 43 Robert Harlow, 

for instance, has this to say of- N-Jest of God: 

The book is written in the first person and 
in the present tense, a difficult and deman
ding technique, but one used by many writers 
whose concern is alienation and whose ante
cedents are perhaps traceable to Camus and 
Kafka rather than to Dostoevsky, or perhaps, 
closer to home, Dickens, Hardy, Arnold Ben
nett. 44 

Resides, Sandra Djwa maintains tliat I~Laurence is also exis-
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tent.:i;::a,l .tIl:r"oughout tier worK in Sartre ~'s .primary sense in that 

Iiei focus: ~s- on -roan I_'S-proce:Ss of .becoming, a process which. 

re.veals to liim Ii:ts essential spir~t. R.45 Laurence l's Canadian 

concern witIL .:i;:solation and her siTnul taneo'us relationshlp to 

twentte.tIi-century existentialist workS are far from mutually 

exclus.ive: in -fact, tfiese interests- arecompatil51e and sug-

gest the universality of Canadian fiction wnichma~es it, as 

Moss: maintains, ~[part of the cosmopolitan tradition of con

temporary literature written in Englisn.. n-
40 

I propose, then, to show that the characteristics of 

these Manawaka heroines and their experiences of wnat Patricia 

Morley calls the ,talienation LLaurenc§! depicts as central to 

Iunnan experi:ence everywhere ,
r-
47 reflect tlie pattern of growtn 

toward personal freedom outlined a5ove, and also tnat her 

protagonists can be compared to the existentialist figure of 

tfie outsider. Chapter One will involve a close study of the 

story of Hagar Shipley, the ninety-year-old heroine of The 

S-tohe Angel, whose arrival at self-knowledge, though delayed , 

until the end of her life, is nonetheless moving and revealing, 

for Hagar manages to redeem lierself even on ner death bed, by 

performing at least two acts of self-liberating generosity. 

The second chapter will treat the journey to self-k~owledge 

of the unmarried school teacher Rachel Cameron, who is ap-

proac~Ilg middle age alone. She, like ffagar, comes to a 

Knowledge of herself and acts to release herself from the 

b.onds of a life whlch. has for a lang time seemed beyond her 
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control., J::h. tlia tru::rd chapter :( wi:.ll discuss the. jou:.=ney of 

Stacey Cameron MacAindra, of" Th:e', F'ir'e.\'·.'f)'w'e.'l'lers, as she moves 

toward self.,..di::scovery. TI:ie 'final cIiapter will deal with the 

long and difficult inner journey of Morag Eunn, as it develops 

tlirouqI:i tIle course of her life-time. 

All four women, tliougI:idifferent from each other in 

many ways, liave shni:lar discoVleries- to make and similar 

~trengtlis' to draw upon. All move forward toward a fuller and 

more satisfying life. Clearly tliese isolated heroines share 

tn tile 0utsider~s alienation from Doth social and familial 

environments and experience a sense of alienation from self. 

They also demonstrate a need to live more fully, and finally 

show a willingness to undertake journeys into self-knowledge. 

Tfi.ey discover a new awareness of life and self which ultimate

ly allows them to achieve a measure of personal salvation 

throug~ a reaffirmation of life t:s ultimate meaning. 



Chapter One: The Stone Angel 

In this chapter I would like to study the movement to 

self-realization undertaken by Hagar Shipley, as it is a 

manifestation of the pattern of growth and the development 

of the ethic of survival detailed in the introduction to 

this thesis. 

The Stone Angel (1964), the first novel of Margaret 

Laurence's 'Canadian' period, may be argued to be the best 

of her Manawaka novels to date. Its excellence has been 

widely accepted and it has even been compared to Shakespeare's 

King Lear. 1 The novel is, Clara Thomas tells us, the story 
..--7 . ".' 

of Hagar's, Il,:,:mwilling) rebellious journey toward self-know-
• . . '.' -"-;. . .- ~.··-,-O""r ,._ - .' •• <~.' • 

2 
ledge, and, finally, a limited peace." 

~--~- -,',' ., ~ --. -' .. 
It is her attempt 

to C::Qme.,j;Q terms with her past, which is one of the steps in 
.~_~;o"'--- ,.'t.-.''''''J~..,~~' "~'.-c.- ,-.",-. 

. , the pattern of growth followed by these isolated heroines. 
"- -. -'-. 

This move toward understanding and accepting the past is a 

process which is of frequent concern to Margaret Laurence, 

not just for Hagar, but for herself. "I see this process 

as the gradual one of freeing oneself from the stultifying 

aspect of the past, while at the same time beginning to see 

its true value."3 The past is inescapable, hut need not be 

a negative influence upon us; indeed, the acceptance and un-

derstanding of the past can help the individual to reach a 

greater depth of self-understanding, which in effect, is 

what the journey to self-knowledge is about, and self-know-

18 



ledge is the ultimate goal of the .isolated heroine. 

Hagar manages to put off this journey for most of her 

life. She remains trapped by her past without understanding 

it. She cannot break away from the mold in which she was 

formed and is unable to either communicate with others or 

understand their attempts· to communi?a,te with her. 

Our sense of Hagar's loneliness and isolation is in-
• "~.,:",~~."., • .!-.~ - ;..'->.~ .-"'. :~:t-r~· .. ·~ r:.- .' .-. • 

tensified by the form of the. novel.. weseerleverything 

through Hagar's eyes a~d.a~ways.from her point of view. In 

,this way we are able to sympathize with her, but we are also 
: .---=-~-.-

shown the limits of her vision. We are made aware of her 

isolation as a consequence of the circumstances of her ex-

treme age; most of those who meant anything to her are long 

dead, yet it is only in the present, as the novel unfolds, 

that she begins to recognize their value to her life. Her 

folly lies in not having'realized this"value sooner. Margaret 

Laurence indicates Hagar's extreme rigidity first and most 

obviously in the novel's title, for Hagar truly is a stone 

angel. Laurence believes that the title of a novel should 

"in some way express the whole novel, its themes and even 

something of its outcome. ,,4 This is certainly true a~re, for 

Hagar, like the monument, sees much of life "with sightless 

eyes. liS As well, she is as cold and emotionally unresponsive 

as stone. She plays the role of angel to Marvin's Jacob, 

and she is finally able to bless him in order to release him, 

and herself, from the chains of the past. 
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Hagar is isolated in the. sense, .fir::;_!:., that; she,has 

cut herself off from others. She 'is incapable of reaching 

out to and making contact witfJ.. others,heric,e sh~rel1lains 

both unknowing and unknown. Because of her' background, she 

perceives her isolation as neces'sary, as a source of strength, 

whi.ch in some ways it is, but it is also a major factor in 

the barrenness of her life. >' l -! '\ ','" , , . ~.j ,.,. \.)\ \", j\~~t-rh 
,'--.' \ ( \: --" "~, \'\.i..:'i,Z 'V\' f" ""I: .- ' -" --' "4- u,; i ,C,: 

One effective way to begin a study of the isolation of\\';,_",;,;,/\ 
-•. - . ,., ·."-' ... ,_.~*t~.: ... _ 

a character is to investigate her relationships with others. 

By far the most influential force in Hagar's past, which re-

tains its hold over,~er for so long, is the character of her,J,>>..::,.:ef'}."> 

father, Jason Currie, whose stern, strong-willed isolation and-:' ,:\ ,I 

inability t~, 90mmunicate emotion determine Hagar's character(';.': t (\ 

and responses throughout her life. His influence on the 

young Hagar is manifest at an early age: 

I wouldn't let him see me cry, I was so enraged 
He struck and struck and then all ~t once 

he threw the ruler down and put his arms around 
me. He held me so tightly I almost smothered ... 
I felt caged and panicky and wanted to push him 
away, but didn't dare. Finally he released me. 
He looked bewildered, as though he wanted to 
explain but didn't know the explanation him
self. 'You take after me,' he said, as though 
that made everything clear. 'You've got back
bone, I'll give you that.' •.. I did take after 
him ..• God knows he wasn't wrong in that. (SA, 
pp .. 9-10) 

As is evident here, Hagar at this stage is already capable of 

using rage to veil her other emotions -- rage is the only 

emotion she feels it is fitting to experience or admit to, 

and it is what enables her to keep hidden her fear and pain 
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at being hit. Her father's attempt at closeness, his recog-
--" -. 

nition of their spiritual affinity, is already too l~:te 

Hagar has withdrawn emotionally from him, which expands the 

""~,,,"-"-"'- '-., " 

gap between them that will never be bridged, for both are 

too proud ever to make the firs.~ ~?ve toward reconciliation 

with the other, and Jason Currie dies without being recon
\', 

'-- -

ciled to his daughter. 

The next time an attempt is made by Hagar's father to 

bridge the ever-growing gulf which separates them, it is 

again she who pulls away: 

He reached out and took my hand- and held it. 
His own hand tightened painfully, and for the 
merest instant the bones in my fingers hurt. 

'Stay,' he said. 
Perhaps it was only the momentary 

pain made me do it. I jerked my hand away as 
though I had accidentally set it on a hot 
stove. He didn't say a word. He turned and 
went outside •.. I felt I must pursue him, 
say it was a passing thing, not meant. But I 
didn't. (SA, pp. 44-45) 

Neither Hagar nor her father is prepared to take the necessary 

step toward reconciliation; both are too bound up in stern 

pride to give expression to their emotions. 
,. - 'j ~'t T'-, ,J .' ',":: {" .,j', -, 

1~(. ~_·U\ t.. '( \,-.~. \ .-' ~ .~ .. ~" i ~ . .t<;~ __ , "'1~ ~,>:~.)~ _'c{~'A ~ 
Even Hagar's marriage is based on her rebellion against --- .. -.. " .. 

her father's authority, spurred on by a slur to her pride by 
-"',,,, 

'no-name' Lottie Dreiser. Her marriage is her first act of 

open defiance against her father and makes her feel "drunk 

with exhilaration" at her daring: 

Without warning, he reached out a hand like a 
lariat, caught my arm, held and bruised it, not 
even knowing he was doing so. 

'Hagar __ I he said. 'You'll not go, 
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Hagar. J 

The only time he ever called me by my 
name. To this day I couldn't say if it was a 
question or a command. I didn't argue with 
him. There never was any use in that. But I 
went, when I was good and ready, all the same. 

Never a bell rang out when I was wed. 
(SA, p. 49) 

From this point on there is no communication between Hagar 

and her father, but his influence over her remains strong. 

Indeed, it is her father to whom her thoughts turn when her 

son John is born. She thinks of the boy in terms of her 

father's approval: "Jason Currie never saw my second. son, 

or knew at all that the sort of boy he'd wanted had waited a 

generation to appear." (SA, p. 64) 

The only opportunity Hagar had to glimpse the reality 

of her father occurred while ,she w'as still a child and had 

run home to tell him of the death of Lottie Dreiser's mother, 

with whom he had had a fleeting relationship: 

He never let on at all that he's so much as ex
changed a word with her. He made three comments. 

'Poor lass,' he said. 'She couldn't have 
had much of a life.' 

Then, as though recalling himself, and to 
whom he spoke, 'Her sort isn't much loss to the 
town, I'm bound to say.' 

Then an inexplicably startled look came 
over his face. 'Consumption? That's contagious, 
isn't it? Well, the Lord works in wondrous ways 
His Will to perform.' 

None of the three made much sense to me 
then, but they stuck in ~y mind. I've since 
pondered -- which was my father? (SA, p. 19) 

If Hagar is ever to discover which of the three comments 

truly reveals her father (and it is only in a synthesis of 

all three that he is to be discovered) it is when she com-
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pletes her journey to self-recognition and realizes and ac-

cepts how much of him is there ·in her. As she ·relives her 

past for us, she becomes more aware of the influence exerted 

on her by the past, and especially by' her father. "I tried 

to shut my ears to this word~ and thought I had, yet years 

later, when I was rearing my two boys, I found myself saying 

the same words to them." (SA, p. 13) 

The inability to communicate with others, or to per-

ceive their troubles clearly, permeates all other areas of 

Hagar's experience, as well as her interactions with her fa-

there It also manifests itself in her relationships with her 

brothers, with whom she is not close. Hagar takes after her 

father, and is his favourite child, while the boys lack his 
. , .. -. 

stern stubbornness, and take after their mother. Hagar feels 

that they blame her for her mother's death, which occurred 

at Hagar's birth. Hagar, who has absorbed her father's va-

lues, rejects the boys because of what she perceives as their 

weakness, and is able only to think of her mother as "that 

meek woman I'd never seen ... [Whos§7 fra~lty I could not 

help but detest." (SA, p.25) She looks on those who share 

such a weakness as "flimsy, gutless ... bland as egg custard" 

(SA, p. 4) and is unable to sympathize with their suffering. 

The two acts of mercy that are demanded of her at this time 

she is unable to perform. . She wants to comfort her dying 

brother Dan by pretending to be their dead mother, and later, 

to mercifully kill the suffering chicks, but she is "unable 
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to bend enough." (SA, p. 25) This is not the last time that 
... " --'-':-:"". 

she does not act in aqcordance "with her true "emotions. The 
;-_." •• ~.-~. < 

freedom to do so takes a long time to come to her. 

That she feels no spiritual or emotional affinity 

with her brothers is frequently underscored by her inability 

t8 perceive their motives and feelings. She is even surpri-

sed that Dan becomes ill enough to die, since she has be-

lieved all along that he was only feigning his weakness. 

"He cultivated illness as some people cultivate rare plants. 

Or so I thought then." (SA, p. 22} She is also unable to 

fathom Matt. When on her wedding day he almost sends as a 

present the shawl she would not wear to comfort Dan, she re-

fuses her initial inclination to reach out to him, because 

she is unsure of his motives. It is not until long after 

this that she learns how little she knew of his childhood 

hopes and ambitions, how he had saved, in vain, to escape the 

oppressive life with their father. As with many things in 

her life, Hagar "never knew the truth of it until years later, 

years too late." (SA, p. 20) 

It is not only her lack of natural affinity to her 

brothers which prevents her from becoming close to them; it 

is also her stubborn refusal to reveal her emotions to any-

one. Many times she wants to talk to Matt, but finds herself 

unable to do so: 

I wanted to tell Matt Ikri.ew" hs-'"should have 
been the one to go east, but I could not speak 
of it to him .... Later, in the train, I cried, 
thinking of him, but, of course, he never knew 
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that, and lid have been the last to tell 
him . (SA, p. 4 2 ) 

Ultimately she is not able to bring herself to reach him, or 

to understand him, and when she learns of his death and of 

how easily he slipped away, she finds it hard to bear. II Why 

hadn 1 t he writhed, cursed, or at least grappled with the 

thing? II (SA, p. 60) Matt lacks Hagar's pride and stubborn-

ness, but he also is without her survival instinct", which 

keeps her going against seemingly insurmountable odds, while 

he is beaten down by life, unable to " rage , rage against the 

dying of the light." Paul Pickrel's comment that "what has 

prevented [Hagail from living fully is what has enabled her 

to live at all" 6 seems nowhere truer than here. 

Hagar has not lived fully, and her isolation and the 

pride which keeps her chained inside herself extend also to 

her marriage to Bram Shipley, which ultimately fails. From 

the first her marriage has been a deed done in defiance of 

her father's authority, and she does not recognize Bram's 

true personality. "We'd each married for those qualities 

we later found we couldn't bear, he for my manners and speech, 

and I for his flouting of them. II (SA, pp .. 79-80) She is 

unable to move outside herself enough to perceive his point 

of view, and naively thinks that she will effect a change in 

him. Her ambitions for her marriage still reflect the stern 

Presbyterian values of her father, and it is he ultimately 

whom she aims to please and impress. She is certain that 

her father will "soften and yield, when he [Sees.] how 
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Braropton Shipley prospered, gentled, learned cravats and 

grammar." (SA, p. 50) It is pride which leads Hagar into this 

marriage and pride which prevents her from allowing it to 

work. She makes no attempt to reach Bram an his own terms 

and fails to recognize his atte~pt to approach her: 

When wee-entered, Bram handed me a cut-glass de
canter with a silver top. 

'This here's for you, Hagar.' 
I took it so casually, and laid it a'side, 

and thought no more about it. He picked it up in 
his hands and turned it around. For a moment I 
thought he meant to break it, and for the life of 
me I couldn't see why. Then he laughed and set 
it down ... (SA, p. 51) 

Only long after, when it is too late, -does Hagar begin to 

realize something of the spirit in which the gift was given. 

"I never thought much of that decanter at the time, but now I 

wouldn't part with it for any money." (SA, p. 62) Though it 

is too late to use her knowledge now, Hagar hangs onto the 

decanter as if it were Bram himself. It is all she has left 

of him and the love that she failed to show him is now dis-

placed onto his gift. It is like this with all of the objects 

in Hagar's house. It is in tham that her life is revealed: 

If I am not somehow contained in them and in 
this house, something of all change caught and 
fixed here, eternal enough for my purpose, then 
I do not know where I am to be found at all. 
(SA, p. 36) 

She even wonders now, having never thought of it at the time, 

whether Bram "would have liked me to ask for a picture of 

hirose-lf, even once?" (SA, p. 69) But it is too late for this 

now, and this is what makes Hagar an outsider to life's 
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feast. 

Hagar's pride never allows her, in any instance, to 

show her fears or weaknesses to her husband. "I never 

cared for horses. I was frightened of them ... I didn't let 

Bram see I was afraid, preferring to let him think I merely 

objected to them because they were smelly." (SA, p. 83) 

Her profound fear at Marvin's birth is also uncommunicated, 

although Bram gives her the opportunity to express it: 

'You're not scare~, Hagar, are you?' 
he said, as though it had just occurred to him 
I might be. 

I only shook my head. I couldn't 
speak, nor reach to him in any way at all. 
What could I say? (SA, p. 100) 

Further, she is astounded to discover that: 

he wanted his dynasty no less than my father 
had. In that-moment when we might have 
touched our hands together, Bram and I, and 
wished each other well, the thought uppermost 
in my mind was -- the nerve of him. (SA, p. 
lOa) 

This seems to Hagar an expectation appropriate to a man like 

her father, whereas in Bram it appears only as an incredible 

arrogance. She does not see, as John will later, that 

"they're only different sides of the same coin anyway, he 

and the Curries." (SA, p. 184) 

Even in what should be their closest moments, in 

their marriage bed, Hagar hides her feelings from her hus-

band: 

It was not so very long after we wed, when I 
first felt my blood and vitals rise to meet 
his. He never knew. I never let him know. 
I never spoke aloud and I made sure the 
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trembling was all inner ... I prided my
self on keeping my pride intact, like some 
maidenhead. (SA,p. 81) 

She is shamed by Bram's love and by her enjoyment of it, and 

"never spoke of it to anyone." (SA, p. 81) Only years later 

when, near the point of death, she talks with Murray F. Lees, 

does Hagar finally realize the value of what she and Bram 

could have shared -- that Bram's banner over her, ~lthough 

"only his own skin" (SA, p. 81)1 was also the banner of love 

spoken of in the Song of Solomon, from where comes the line 

she so painfully recalls. III never thought it lovell she 

says, but later learns differently from Lees. "'You call 

that love?' 'Lady,' he says, 'if that wasn't, what is?'11 

(SA, p. 228) 

Even when the opportunity presents itself for her to 

reach out to Bram and let him see her true feelings, she 

backs off and continues to hide: 

I felt so gently inclined that I think I might 
have opened to him openly. ~ut he changed his 
mind. He patted me lightly on the shoulder. 

'You go to sleep now,' he said. 
He thought, of course, it was the great

est favour he could do me. (SA, pp. 87-88) 

It is Hagar's coldness, and her pride in her cold-

ness, that stifles and eventually kills her marriage. Years 

later she still tries to console herself by rationalizing 

that even if she had opened herself to Bram on that night, 

it would not have changed things substantially. IINothing is 

ever changed at a single stroke, I know that full \vell, al-

though a person sometimes wishes it could be otherwise." (SA, 
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p. 88} 

The cold and proud Presbyterian influence of her 

father continues to exert itself in Hagar's life once her 

sons begin to grow up. Hagar falls into the authoritarian 

footsteps of her father, and finds her·self regaling her sons 

with all the epithets he had thrust at her and her brothers. 

Just as she has been unable to reach out to her fa~her, her 

brothers, or her husband, so she is unable to really eata-

blish contact with her sons. She cannot recognize them for 

who they are, and dotes on John while leaving Marvin, "a 

Shipley through and through" (SA, p. 64) in his father's 

hands or to his own devices. She does not recognize the 

boy's need for her approval when "he'd hang around the kit-

chen, and everywhere I'd turn, there he'd be, getting under 

my feet, until it got on my nerves. Ii (SA, p. 112) She 

does not recognize either that John is not the person whom 

she insists on believing him to be. He needs his father's 

approval and love just as Marvin needs Hagar's, but she is 

blind to this: 

'You're talking just like your fa
ther,' I said. 'The same coarse way. I 
wish you wouldn't. You're not a bit like 
him. ' 

said. 
'That's where you.' re wrong,' John 
(SA, p. 174) 

The similarities between Hagar and Marvin go unnoticed by 

her, but are perceived and remarked upon by John. It'Marv 

was your boy all along, but you never saw that, did you?'" 

(SA, p. 237) Marvin is, like his mother, also a survivor, 
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while the recklessly independent John is killed by his own 

carelessness. Hagar sees Marvin aslla boy who never gets up

set, not even at what happened to his brother,1I (SA, p. 65) 

forgetting that she is the one ·who was IItransformed to stone 

and never wept at all ll (SA, p. 243)" when John was killed. It 

is Marvin, she finally realizes, who lIis truly Jacob, grip-

ping with all his strength, and bargaining. II (SA, p. 304) 

On her deathbed, Hagar impresses on her grandson, 

Stephen, that he, like his father, is lIa Shipley through and 

throughll (SA, p. 296) but this time it is seen by Hagar as 

a positive quality. Her values are no longer those of her 

father, und the stultifying chains of the past are being 

dropped, one by one. Hagar seems to be moving, in Margaret 

Atwood's ·terms, from a IIposition Two perception to a IIposi

tion Three ll viewpoint, as she begins to see her life from a 

different perspective. 7 

Hagar's role as an outsider is emphasized earlier in 

the novel, when John and Arlene make love in the kitchen 

while she, Hagar, rests on the living room chesterfield. 

Nowhere is she more sadly presented as a mere observer of 

and not a participant in life. This episode also serves to 

point out the barrenness of Hagar's love making with Bram. 

John and Arlene celebrate their love together as a shared 

experience; Bram and Hagar took their pleasure separately, 

and, in her case, secretly~ ". The isolation that makes Hagar 

an outsider is self-imposed. 
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It is only by recounting her experiences and re- .. 

living her past that Hagar is finally able to gain a sense 

of freedom. She comes to an awareness of the value of the 

past, and begins to realize that her stubborn incommunica-

tiveness has been a mistake. So many things have been left 

unspoken, and now "there is no-one to speak to." (SA, p. 81) 

As her perception alters, she becomes increasingly. aware of 

her loneliness, and of the inability of others to understand 

her position, not only because of her extreme old age, but 

also because of her stubborn refusal ever to explain --

something she increasingly wants to do. But explanation is 

almost impossible; because of her long silence it is diffi-

cult for her to open up to others. She manages to express 

herself to Murray F . Lees, who 

does for her what Nick Kazlik did for Rachel 
-- he makes her see herself and her life from 
the outside instead of through her own subjec
tive and prejudiced viewpoint. 8 

This,. however, is not the only path to salvation for Hagar. 

Others will also allow her an opportunity to act with free-

dom and dignity, and save herself at the end. 

When Mr. Troy tells Hagar that she is not alone, she 

replies '" That's where you're wrong. ' " (SA, p. 121) This 

is both true and false, and this problem will present itself 

again and again in Laurence's work. Mr. Troy's attempt at 

comfort implies that Hagar is not alone in her suffering, for 

others suffer too. However, Hagar's reply shows that she 

cannot yet appreciate shared suffering -- she is still as-
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serting her proud independence even at this late date. "Who 

do you think you are? Hagar. Therels no-one like me in this 

world." (SA, p. 250) At the same time she is growing more 

aware that perhaps there is a common element of experience 

which can he shared; others have 'suffered and felt the same 

feelings. "IDo you get used to life? ... It all comes as a 

surprise I peer at her, thinking how peculiar that she 

knows so much." (SA, p. 104) 
__ ~~o~: ~~:~ __ .:,~~_~,=.~~~=~g aware- ~ :,.~:I '\ \, \ (, dl 

ness that life and experience can be sfl,ared, comes the reali- t '", ,', ______ ~~.L._ .. >_ ... _.,.._ .... ~.,_ . .. ,-" .. ~_, ...... ~.,,, _....... . ,'<~.-. ''''_~_.'' .. -'h' •• -•...• ~ ... " -. -Y-- •• -.-,,- ", .-, •• ,-,.,.,- "'.'~~;"'-""""""""" •• -_, ___ ••• '" •• ,.~.,.", > ""~, '-< •• ' -

zation that it should, indeed, be so. 
'-'.~ .".-+ .'~' ~-, "'" -.; ....•. "-'-., .. 

Hagar moves from 

thinking "Who would understand, even if r strained to 

(SA, p. 38) and her pride in keeping her feelings to her-

self, to the sudden regret of: 

/' 

t, 

What does he know of me? Not a blessed thing": 
rIm choked with it now, the incommunicable 
years, everything that happened and was spoken 
or not spoken. r want to tell him. Someone 
should know. This is what r think. Someone 
really ought to know these things. (SA, p. 296) 

But it is too late and now explanation no longer matters. 

" 

What Hagar must attend to is discovering a way of redeeming 

herself for all those years. She is alone, since the search 

for salvation and self-understanding is ultimately an indi-

vidual effort -- something which must be sought alone. Be-

cause Hagar has spent all of her life alone, shut up within 

herself, the attainment of salvation. under these circumstances 

is possible even at this late date. 

Freedom for Hagar is initially achieved when she opens 

herself to Murray F. Lees-and faces the most difficult of her 
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life's memories -- her responsibility in the death of John. 

After all the years of stern wi:thdrawal, she is II glad 

£Lees ii7 here. I'm not sorry I talked to him, not sorry 

at all, and that's remarkable. 1I (SA, p. 245'> Having mis-

taken him for John, she achieves· the ·forgiveness she ha·s 

sought from him. She is even able to forgive Lees and offer 

him a blessing of sorts, of the kind she will shor.tly offer 

Marvin. In a setting of religious symbolism, in which Lees 

9 plays a kind of Christ figure to Hagar, Laurence allows us 

to see that Hagar receives a form of salvation; Lees really 

does, in a sense, allow her to save herself and acquire a 

beginning sense of meaning. Hagar's second experience of 

gracelO comes at the end of her life, after hearing the 

gift of Mr. Troy's song, when she suddenly reaches the brink 

of realization: 
.' ~. - -c· ;,0' : 

I must always, always, have wanted that -
simply to rejoice. How is it I never could? 
I know, I know. How long have I known? Or 
have I always known, in some far crevice of 
my heart, some cave too deeply buried, too 
concealed? Every good joy I might have held, 
in my man or any child of mine or even the 
plain light of morning, of walking the earth, 
all were forced to a standstill by some brake 
of proper appearances -- oh, proper to whom? 
When did I ever speak the heart's truth? 
(SA, p. 292) 

"Hagar is an outcast in a wilderness," Margaret Atwood says. 

IIShe is also the wild~rness."ll Thus it is that the respon-

sibility for Hagar's isolation is on her own shoulders. Her 

own view of the situation is not much different: 

Pride was my wilderness, and the demon that 
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led me there was fear. I was alone, never 
anything else, and never free, for I carried 
my chains within me, and they spread out from 
me and shackled all I touched. Oh, my two, 
my dead. Dead by your own hands or mine? 
Nothing can take away those years. (SA, p. 
292) 

Hagar has faced her demons and grappled with them on 

her own as Marvin now grapples with her. "And I see I am 

thus strangely cast, and perhaps have been so from:the be-

ginning, and can only release myself by releasing him." (SA, 

p. 304} It is only through this act and her act of kind-

ness to Sandra Wong that Hagar is finally released from the 

chains of her past. She is still the proud and undaunted, 

"unchangeable, unregenerate" (SA, p. 293), but she is als.o 

more fully human and at peace with herself at last. It is 

significant that the salvation she has sought, as symbolized 

by the water she takes on her deathbed, she has always held 

"in my own hands." (SA, p. 308) 

Hagar's arrival at such freedom, the most signifi-

cant movement in the isolated heroine's pattern of self-

discovery, occurs in consequence of her own impending death. 

Through her conversation with Lees and her acceptance of her 
,. d >_ ._ ..... ; ••• 0 ... ,_~ .~."..> _','. ~ "" '. _.' : ~. 

involvement in the death of John,~ she ~omes to realize, 

painful though this is, that those things which entrapped 

her were of her own m~king. It is sad that much of the iso-

lation which makes us outsiders to life is of our own making. 

In Hagar's case, the attempt that individuals may make, by 

sharing love, to overcome isolation, is denied her by her 
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(-!'~l: ',' ~,_,. 

She does not really understand love or the abi-

lity to reach out to others, and so has been prevented all 

her life from living fully. Only at the very end of her 

life, by facing her demon and recognizing its existence, 
""" 

does Hagar come to the brink of self-realization. Her sur-

vival instinct and inner strength enable her to accept the 

sight that her new revelation gives her, and allow, her to 

throw off the shackles of conventionality at last. This 

Pe:;r~~!:~.~er to die,!ith dignity and shows us that salvation 

for the isolated outsider figure is possible to the last. 

Hagar Shipley, in her isolation, which is both cir--- ~-
cumstantial and self-imposed; in her increasing vision of 

this isolation and its effects on her life, in her realiza

/~~"'ti:~;; ~f"-iif~l'~ sanctity, her change in perception at the"!-
~. ,-. '--. . -" - .. - . "/:,_"':':,. ' •. ~.",,:"';<'-<'""'-"~"'.- .•.. ,- ", ... " ". 

end of lif~/),and her willingness at last to seek forgive-

ness and to act with freedom, follows the pattern of growth 
," 

to self-realization set 6ut -in the introduction to'this dis-

cussion. These things also show her to be, I believe, analo-

gous to the existentialist outsider figure. That Hagar is 
'"'-" -, ..... 

able to find meaning and achieve salvation at the very end 

of life is a reaffirmation, both on her part and on Lau-

rence's, of the value and significance of human life, and a 

fulfillment, at least in part, of the isolated protagonist's 

need to live more fully. 

Margaret Laurence's next outsider deals with her 

particular situation in a different manner, but she is also 
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~volved in gaining control of her life through positive 

action, and establishing a discipline which overcomes the 

sense of futility in her life. I would like now to discuss 

how Margaret Laurence presents the isolated heroine in the 

character of Rachel Cameron in A Je:st of- God. 



Chapter Two: A Jest of God 

The second of Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels 

dramatizes the life of a neurotic, spinster schoolteacher 

named Rachel Cameron. At thirty-four years of age, she is 

trapped in a life of personal loneliness and isolation, ca-

ring for her obsessively dependent, hypochondriac mother. 

In this chapter, I will consider how Rachel meets the chal-

lenge of gaining control over her life and how she achieves 

self-understanding. I also propose to show how the growth 

of her personality follows the pattern of the isolated 

heroine1s progress to self-knowledge established earlier in 

this discussion. 

Rachel is alone in life, approaching middle-age 

without the comfort of a spouse or anyone really close to 

her, in whom she can con·fide. She feels keenly her lack of 

emotional security. She is made intensely aware of her 
":.' -.',- f~' -c. 

loneliness by her sense of not beIng a true part of the world 

in which she lives, one of the first manifestations of her . \ 

role as an isolated outsider figure. She has outgrown 
-- -". - ,~~,,",",--,,"~",-~~"""'- ,-". ~.-" 

place in the world and now feels alienated from it as she 

watches the young girls who "look like ... another race ... -'c, 

But that's wrong too. This is their planet. They are the 
..... " ... , . 1 

ones who live here now. 1I 

Rachel feels powerless to deal with her loneliness 

37 
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and frequently withdraws into daydreams. Consequently she 

becomes uncomfortable and is conscious always of not knowing 

what to do or say, how to act, or even what to wear. (JG, 

p. 68} She feels this lack too, and chastizes herself for 

her ignorance of things that "any seventeen-year-old would 

ha ve known. It (JG, p. 91) Her isolation, especially her 

lack of love, is reinforced by Laurence in a scene.reminis

cent of the one in The Stone Angel in which Hagar lies lis

tening in the next room while her son and his girlfriend 

make love in the kitchen. This scene, in which Rachel comes 

upon.two teenagers embracing on a hillside, is similar in 

effect to the scene from which Hagar remains detached. 

Rachel is, indeed, alienated from the world she glimpses 

here, and she knows this herself. "I was the intruder," 

she thinks (JG, p. 79} as she hurries, embarrassed, away. 

This realization is the first step in her path toward the 

development of self-understanding, responsibility, and ul

timate survival. 

Rachells essential loneliness is reflected back at 

her by others, and the ultimate impossibility of communica

tion with anyone else is repeatedly emphasized. As C.M. 

McLay, in his article "Every Man is an Island", says, 

"Margaret Laurence in A Jest of God suggests ... that every 

man is an island, a theme ... typical of the twentieth cen

tury.1I
2 

Rachel l s story, like that-.of other isolated hero

ines, is one of coming to grips with the realization of iso-
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lation, facing it, and accepting it, and surviving in spite 

of it. She, like Hagar, is unable to communicate with 

others, for her demon; like Hagar's, is fear. Fear per-

meates Rachel's life and prevents her from forming a t~ue 

relationship with anyone. Sandra Djwa notes that 

just as The Stone Angel can be seen as a 
study in pride, there is a sense in which 
A Jest of God is a case study of a patho-. 
logical fear, an all-pervasive anxiety 
that tends to choke the life out of all 
of Rachel's experiences. 3 

Rachel fears, for instance, to show her affection for James 

Doherty, for such affection she perceives as a weakness. 

She is afraid that to reveal weakness would be to appear 

II laugh,.gQJ§.... . . That's w.orse, nnlch worse" (JG, p. 19), for 
..... -_.- •. ,-- . ," .-.', ~ 

her greatest fear is of making a fool of herself. This 

thought frightens her not only for herself, but also on be-

half of others: 
_,_-~ .. <..-•• ::.,.c...,...-.-..... ~ .. -•. ~ .. '-'''- .. '''~ •. -" _" ,." _: '-·k .J' 

I can't bear watching people make fools of 
themselves. I don't know why, but it threa
tens me. It swamps me, and I can't look, 
the way as children we used to cover our 
eyes with our hands at the dreaded parts in 
horror movies. (JG, p. 27) 

.Rachel is approaching the realization that she must take 

responsibility for her own life, but as yet is unable to 

face or accept it, and continues to retreat to the security, 

albeit false, of conventionality. She cannot face any such 

emotional exposure, believing that "people should keep them-

selves to themselves. That's the only decent way." (JG, p. 

35} Later in the novel she will recognize a similar attempt 
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at retreat when she meets Lt Ln NLck KazlLk, wLth whom she 

has a brief affair. This is among the experiences which, , fi-

nally., precipitate her action in taking control of her life. 

Nick, like Rachel, is at this point unable to face anything 

that demands a strong emotional response or commitment from 

him. He is able to accept a willful action on his father1s 

part, but cannot look upon the weakness of senility: 

Nick could bear to feel that Nestor was diffi
cult, eccentric, even a giant buffoon, but not 
diminished. Not saying steve because he no 
longer knew. Nick could look at everything. 
But not at that. (JG, p. 188) 

The position of people like Nick or Rachel is precarious; 

neither is ready yet to encounter pain or responsibility, so 

must retreat from such sights, which might bring their know-

ledge of isolation to the surface. 

Rachel perceives others hiding within themselves as 

she hides inside herself. For instance, she once detects the 

real Hector 1l1iving there behind his eyes" (JG, p. 128J, and 

later realizes that all people remain hidden inside them-

selves, revealing little. She is unable to know them not on-

ly because of her own refusal to see, but because of their 

refusal to show themselves. "That1s why I can't see them 

properly, because their eyes are closed." (JG, p. 165l Nick, 

she finally realizes, resemb~es the way he describes his fa-

ther to be, despite the fact that she had thought him "more 

outspoken. More able to speak out" (JG, p. 88l than she. He 

is, in reality, more like Nestor, who "makes a kind of theatre 
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out of his life, and yet in the end he doesn't intend any-

one to know how much of the act is real or if any of it is." 

(JG, p. 146} She also becomes aware of just how difficult 

it is to really perceive another. "I can't tell at all what .. 
he's thinking. I never can, not with anyone. Always this 

futile guessing game." (JG, p. 84) This guessing game is 

the result of the fact that Nick, like Rachel hers~lf, and 

indeed like many people, has his own mysteries, which are 

not to be expressed. The thought of such exposure is terri-

fying, and leaves one open to injury and hurt. "He doesn't 

reveal much. He only appears to talk openly. Underneath, 

everything is guarded." (JG, p. 85) She cannot delude her-

self into taking for absolute truth all that he says, for 

she knows that her words are not absolutely reliable either. 

"I don't know why I take people's words at their face value. 

Mine can't be taken so~" (JG, p. 63) Thus Rachel is not on-

ly unable to 'read' others, she is also unable to communicate 

her own pain; even her mother does not know her, in spite of 

her contentions to the contrary, and Rachel feels that she 

"wouldn't even want Lher mothey to know." (JG, p. 65) 

Rachel ultimately realizes that her innermost feelings are 

incommunicable anyway -- "there isn't much to say about my-

self, nothing ,that can be spoken" (JG, p. 107), and for a 

long time she convinces herself, as does Hagar, that her si-

lence is a virtue. Here we may once again recall her belief 

that "people should keep themselves to themselves -- that's 
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the only decent way." (JG, p. 351 

Rachelts mother typifies the kind of person who 

buries herself in the superficial concerns of daily life to 

prevent herself from facing the terrifying reality of total 

alienation and isolation. She suffers without recognizing 

the cause because she fears taking responsibility for her 

existence and clings instead to the dubious security of a 

conventional life~ As C.M. McLay argues, "under her 

foxiness, her calculated emotional appeals and demands, lies 

a terrible fear of isolation which is the lot of every human 

being.,,4 Initially this is the model which Rachel tries to 

follow, but she is ultimately unable to be satisfied with 

this kind of life. As yet, however, she is not prepared to 

contemplate fully her sense of emptyness and continues "not 

buying her view but unable to act on my own." (JG, p. 90) 

How much of Rachel's insight is shared by Mrs. Cameron is un~ 

known to us, as it is to Rachel, although we are aware that 

she suffers and is frightened and clings to Rachel for pro-

tection. 

Rachel's fear of exposure develops into a kind of 

paranoia, which leads to a great deal of suspicion of others, 

for instance, of Willard Siddley: 

I've nothing to be afraid of, with him. He 
has never given a bad report to the School 
Board on my teaching, as far as I know. I 
don't know why I should even think he might 
have. (JG, p. 7) 

What is he looking for? 
Have I done something? 

What has he found? 
(J(,';, p. 23) 
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Rachel is so involved with herself that she does not recog-

nize a kindred spirit in Willard. He also feels a sense of 

loneliness and is as insecure as she is, and he enjoys the 

experience of being flattered by her attention. It is Ra-

chel's demon, fear, which causes her to interpret such de-

pendence as a threat. She is similarly unreasonably sus-

picious of her sister's thoughts about her and worries about 

what Stacey's letter might contain. "If it was a reference 

tome, Mother wouldn't let me see." (JG, p. 21) Rachel is 

at first unable to control this way of thinking, even when 

she realizes how unfounded it is. "'.I 've no evidence, none, 

of any pitying or slamming phrase." (JG, p. 21) 

It is in part Rachel's inability to deal with emo-

tional intensity which leads her to reject the friendship 

of Calla Mackie, whose eccentric behavior and appearance 

embarrass Rachel and seem to her to expose too much of 

CAlla's personality. Calla is a:lso an outsider, but she ap- \::::; , .', 
.. 

pears to have come to terms with her existence. She does not 
-.-. '_""""'L.'_ 

fit into the world which surrounds her, but neither is she 

made uncomfortable by it. She leads a life that suits her, 

painting her apartment in odd colours and dressing as she 

pleases, despite what the town may say of her. Calla is a 

s~rvivor, one of the few who sees in a land of the blind. 

Rachel is torn between Calla's flamboyant ways ("I wish I 

were more like .that II OG, p. 1747) and her mother's more con

servative views ("I wish !CalleY' looked a little more usual" 
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LJG, p. 171. Rachel cannot decide which approach she prefers, 

rejecting at once the wild emotionalism of Calla's Taber-

nacle and the stiff~nec:k..ed reserve of her mother's congrega-

tiona "I was neither one way nor another" (JG, p. 90), she 

says. This division of self is yet another aspect of the 
"" __ ....... _._._ . .,...;s~·',..-,u~~.~. _. '-~ __ ._ ' .• 

path to self __ l!-nderstanding followed by ':th~ isolated heroine 
__ ~~_"'-' ~"r ~l -

as she is torn between accepting her experi~l1ce or.-blinding 

herself to it. John Moss discusses this self-division in 

his chapter '~Irony and the Individual Consciousness" in 

Patterns of Isolation. 5 For Rachel to solve her problem, 

she must find her own way and not rely on imitating either 

her mother or Calla. 

Part of Rachel's restraint, like Hagar's, is due to 

her Presbyterian background. II lIn my family,' she says, 'you 

didn't get emotional. It was frowned upon. ,II (JG, p. 88) 

Also, like Hagar, Rachel finds that her memories of the past 

are dominated by her confusion about her father's life. He 

was an uncommunicative man, whose profession, undertaking, 

set him apart from others. Rachel regrets that she knew so 

little of the man who IIfelt at ease with them, the unspeaking 

ones. II (JG, p. 13) She has yet to realize how little can 

be communicated, and grieves for the fact that she had not 

spoken to her father about his life. "By the time I knew the 

question it was too late, and asking it would have cut into 

him too much. II (JG, p. 14) For Rachel, her father's mys-

tery is the key to her association of love and death, which 
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are juxtaposed in her mind throughout the novel. Nick tells 

Rachel, for instance, that their place in the woods is "as 

private as the grave." (JG, p. 90) It is also in a place 

from which "you could see the cemetery" (JG, p. 149) that 

Rachel sees the two teenagers embracing. Later, in the fu-

neral chapel, Hector takes her arm and leads her "like a 

bride up the aisle." (JG, p. l25) 

Both love and death are, in some measure for Rachel, 

attempted solutions to the problem of isolation. Bothof 

these means of resolving her conflicts are investigated by 

Rachel before she becomes willing to face her problems head 

on. Rachel tries to overcome her isolation through accepting 

Nick's love and through conceiving a'child with him, which 

is an attempt lito es,cape her isolation as a separate being. ,,6 

Such an escape is not achieved, because Rachel asks too much 

of the relationahip. She demands that Nick save her from her 

sense of loneliness, which is increasing, and with which she 

does not want to contend. Nick realizes the depth of her 

need and his inability to fulfill it. He gently tries to 

let Rachel know the impossibility of what she asks him. 

" 'Darling,' he says, 'I'm not God. I can't solve anything.'" 

(JG, p. l48} The other possible 'solution' to her problem, 

suicide, is rejected because it signifies a total surrender 

to isolation. As McLay suggests, it "accentuates our con

sciousness of an isolation which already exists." 7 The fai-

lure of these solutions to Rachel's problems rests on the 
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fact that both are external to her. Neither is an active a~-

firmation of life on Rachelrs part, but instead involve es-

cape from her dilemma withOut actually solving it. Rachel 

must not be defeated by her isolation, but must accept it and 

allow it to become a source of strength which will lead. her_ to 

ultimate survival. 

Love and death are further united in the 'jest of God' 

to which the title refers. Rachelrs rchild' turns out, ironi-

cally, to be a tumour, a dead thing, rather than a living 

being. In another sense, the 'jest' spoken of could be a 

reference to the view that life itself is an immense joke. The 

challenge facing Rachel, and indeed us, is to take such a joke 

and make it into something of value. She must lI understand .•. 

that if life is given in jest, the joke is hers to live," as 
o 

Robert Harlow suggests.o 

Rachel finally realizes that a child would not have 

been the answer to her dilemma anyway. The children may "make 

a shelter" (JG, p. 50} for their mothers, but they, like her 

school children, are II temporary , never to be held. II (JG, p. 

20lt ultimately, to have a child would not solve the prob-

lem she seeks an answer to anyway, since, as McLay suggests, 

"motherhood does not ensure immunity from isolation." 9 Rachel 

seeks a child initially as a means of insulating herself from 

the pain of her isolation. It is the 'death' she experiences 

in discovering that her 'child' is not one at all which brings 

her to the Verge of self-knowledge and the realization that 
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she must find her own way in life. With this realization 

comes a fuller knowledge and understanding of the role 'ahe 

must play in her motherrs life. She recognizes and accepts 

the dependence of her If'elderly chi.ld ll
" (JG, p. 20l1, but will 

no longer allow herself to be manipulated and controlled by 

her. 

The dawning of self-understanding shows it~elf in Ra

chel's thoughts. "I am not neutral -- I am not detached -- I 

know it. But neither are you, and you do not know it." (JG, 

p. 251 She does not try to speak her truths, however, and, 

knows instead that they will remain'hldden, but by the close 

of the novel she has also realized that life cannot, and in

deed need not, be other than it ~s. It is her perception of 

her life and her ability to control her own life that matters. 

What has brought her finally to this realization is an exper

ience similar to Hagar's with MurrayF. Lees. Rachel's ~sa

vior' in this case is Hector Jonas, the man who has taken over 

her father's business. Set apart initially by his chosen pro

fession, Hector is another outsider who appears, ILke Calla, 

to have reached peace with himself. He'is able to answer her 

questions about her fatherts life, and also, by extension, 

those about her own. "':I would bet he had the kind of life he 

wanted most,'" Hector tells her (JG, p. 124), although-:~at 

first she is unable to accept the contention that destiny is in 

the hand of the individual. "Hector Jon~s said my father got 

the life he wanted most. I don't know what they're talking a-
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bout. As though people did get what they wanted. II (JG, p. 

1651 After considering the facts, however, she is forced to 

admit that there is something to what Hector says, for "If 

my father had wanted otherwise, it would have been otherwise. 

Not necessarily better, but at least different. Did he ever 

try to alter it? Did I, with mine?U (JG, pp. 124-25) She 

is now faced with the truth about her own situation, and must, 

10 as Robert Harlow says, "act now or be doomed. II She is in 

the process of changing her perceptions about her .situation in 

life, or realizing that she is responsible for her own life 

and capable of effecting change in it. This truth both sets 

her free and awakens a sense of regret for the life of her 

father, who was satisfied with so little. "If it's true he 

wanted that life most, why mournJ Why ever cease from mour-

ning?1I (JG, p. 125} 

It is the combination of Rachel's encounters with 

Nick and with Hecuor which finally grants her freedom. It is 

Hector who teaches her that it is "absurd to hold back" (JG, 

p. 1221 and Nick who teaches her to reach ·.out to another hu

man being for warmth and comfort, even though they· do not ul

timately answer her problem. As she loses her sense of guilt 

about the wasted life of her father, she realizes that the 

responsibility for her mother's life does not belong to her. 

"It isn't up to me. It never was. I can take care, but only 

some. I'm not responsible for keeping her alive. There is, 

suddenly, some enormous relief in this revelation." (JG, p. 
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19:51 Similarly, she is absolved of her guilt about her fa-

therts life: 

I can't know what he was like. He isn't here to 
say, and even if he·were, he: wouldn't say, any 
more than Mother does·. Whatever it was. that hap
penedwith either of them, their mysteries remain 
theirs. I donFt need to know. It isn't neces
sary. I have my own.. CJG, p. 198) 

Rachel is suddenly aware of what r s happening in her 

life' and is thus able to assume control over it. No longer, 

we believe, will she feel that Ileverytning in my lif.e seems a 

chance encounter, and everything that happens to me is perma-

nent. 1r (JG, p. 1501 She will have, if not complete control, 

at least par~ial control over what will happen to her from 

now on. George Bowering notes that IlHer early weakness and 

confusion, her thirty-five~year-old character traits are still 

there, at the end of the book. 
II They are just not so bad now. 1I 

Rachel expresses the essence of her experience of 

growth to self-realization when she finally turns from her 

dream world to the sight of her "other eyes ll
: 

The layers of dream are so many, so many false 
membranes grown around the mind, that I don't 
even know they are there until some knifing re
ality cuts through, and I see the sight of my 
other eyes for what it lias been, distorted, 
bizarre, grote'sque, unoearably a j,pke if viewed 
from outside. (JG, p. l5lJ 

After such a vision, Rachel is no longer able to retreat to 

her dream world. 

I thought if the old game could be coaxed and 
conjured up once more, it would be a way of 
seeing the days through by not seeing them •.. 
A gate closed, quite quietly, and when I tried 
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,'. --~b;t~_ . .-\. .::t{. j~. :{~"... .' 

to open it again ,i.t wouldn l t. There wasn l t any 
way around it. No way in, not there, not any 
more. (JG, pp. 182-831 

But she realizes also that she hasn't so much need of 

the dream world now, either, for "there never was any reason 

to be afraid. It was only my nervousness .•. conjuring up 

dragons to scare myself with." (JG, pp. 156-57) She has 

not, she knows, changed utterly CUI will be different. I 

will remain the same. II [JiG, p. 20V> but her new awareness 

and her willingness to face and cope with her isolation ("I 

will be lonely, almost certainly." QG, p. 20Y> will give 

her the strength she needs' to survive . Rachel has succeeded 

in altering her perceptions of her life. Our realization of 

this gives us hope for her future. She has taken the actions 

necess.ary to gain control over her life and will live it with 

more dignity, just as Hagar is able to die with dignity. Al-

though she will always remain sensitive to human loneliness, 

she will nonetheless be able to live more abundantly through 

her acceptance of the value of and responsibility for her own 

life. 

Rachel Cameron exhibits all of the traits of the out-

sider described in the introduction to this study: the sense 

of social alienation experienced by all outsiders; the ini-

tial refusal to reach out to anyone to overcome what Patricia 

Morley calls II the bondage of pride, which isolates., into the 

12 
freedom of love, which links the lover to other humans; 1\ the 

gradual dawning of awareness of her predicament; her experience 
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of death; the acceptance of the ineffability of life's experi-

ences and her ultimate realization that she is responsible for 

her own life and no one else's; and finally, her move to take 

charge of her own life. Rachel moves from her initial situa

tion as a .IJPosition One" outsider to being a "creative non

victim,,13 -- she is no longer trapped by her circumstances. 

Although Rachel's life is not fundamentally altered; her per

ceptions have changed as a result of the grow.th of her self

understanding, enabling her to live more fully, as each of 

these isolated heroines desires to do. 

Margaret Laurence's next outsider, Stacey of The Fire

Dwellers, mig~t seem initially less likely to be lonely than 

Ra.chel. She is Rachel's sister, a married woman with both a 

husband and children. Rachel, as we know, at first thought 

that being married and having children would enable her to 

escape her isolation. Because Stacey has achieved both, we 

might expect her isolation to be less severe than Rachel's, 

but Margaret Laurence insists that her isolation and inability 

to communicate, factors which plague and produce the pattern 

of life of the heroines I've presented, may be found every

where, both within marriage and without. 



Chapter Three: " The" Fire-Dwellers 

In The" Fire~DweTl"ers (19691, Margaret Laurence once 

again deals with the problems of isolation and the dilemmas 

of the outsider, thls time from the point of view of Stacey 

Cameron MacAindra, Rachel f"S older sister. The difference in 

cliaracter between the extroverted Stacey and the neurotic 

int~overt Rachel does not prevent Stacey from emerging, in her 

adult life, as just as isolated as Rachel. In The Fire-

Dwellers we meet once again the dominant theme of A Jest of 

" God; tfia t every man is an is land. 

Stacey1s isolation is perhaps even more frightening 

than Rachell:s, because it occurs within marriage, the sup-

posed security of which Rachel sought for a long time as a 

solution to her isolation. Stacey is married, but still 

burns -- marriage for her is not a protection from the isola-

tion which engulfs the individual. Stacey, like Hagar before 

her, seems to believe that the constant demands placed on her 

by marriage are contributing factors to her loneliness, III 

l donft have any time for myself," she laments, and indeed 

this is an important aspect of her feeling of being without 

identity. For this reason, The Fire-Dwellers, like The Stone 

Angel (19641 and A Jest of God (1966), is largely concerned 

with a journey to self-knowledge, which involves Staceyr"s 

coming to terms with her fundamental feeling of isolation as 

52 
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an individual, which is caused by what she regards as the 

impossibility of her complete communication with others. 

These, as we have seen, are the fundamental concerns of the 

isolated heroine, and of her search for truth and meaning. 

Because hers is an inner quest, it must ultimately lead to 

self-knowledge if it is to be completed. 

As is the case with Rachel and Hagar, an obsession 

with the past is one o~ the things that isolate Stacey from 

others, for part of her problem arises from the fact that 

that she cannot come to terms with her past. The Manawaka 

she remembers exists now only in her imagination, but still 

has a hold over her. Slie continues to feel like an outsider 

in Yancouver,. even af.ter having lived in the city for twenty 

years" liNearly twenty years fiere, and I don I't know the place 

at all or feel at home. it Or, p. sr Not only is Manawaka 

still '{home t: to her, but she has never really come to terms 

with the period of life during which she lived there: 

I stand in relation to my life both as child 
and as parent., never quite finished with the 
old nattles, never a51eto arbitrate properly 
the new, able to looK. both ways, but which-:
ever way I look, God, it looks pretty con.,.. 
fusing to me.. (F., p. 471 

Because of this inability to deal with the past and put it 

into a proper perspective, Stacey is unable to discover a 

clear perception of herself in. the present. Instead, she per-

si'sts in seeing herself in terms' of the pas.t. Like Hagar I who 

continues to see herself as the young Hagar Currie, Stacey is 

unable to realize the changes in herself brought on by the 
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passing of time., Her dual role as wife and mother continues 

to seem strange to her, even after all this time, since sfua 

attempts to derive her identity from ner previous experience .. 

"I'm not a good mother., rl'm not a good wife., I don~'t wa,nt 

to De.. Irm Stacey Cameron and I still love to dance .. It CF, p", 

134L Despite her attempts· to retreat to an earlier stage of 

life, when she was younger and less trow led , her a:cquired 

roles continue to thrust themselves upon her, and she begins 

to re.a.lize that these are not easily shed. Because she is 

having difficulty extablishing for herself exactly who she is, 

she sometimes allows herself to be su6merged in the li.ves of 

her husBand and children: 

I can't go anywhere as myself. Only as Macrs 
wife or the kids ,. mother. And yet Il"m getting 
now so that I actually prefer to have either 
Mac or one of the Rids along •••• It's 
easier to face the world with one of them 
along. Then I know who Il"m supposed to be. 
CF, p. 95I 

Yet she rebels against this situation, and it is her total 

rejection of it which leads her to look for herself in terms 

of her personal past. IrI was myself before any of you were 

born." (F, p. 1351 Her need to find her identity is legiti-

mate. To do this she seems to feel that sne must retreat 

into the past, to a time when she knew who she was, and re-

trace her steps from there to the present, for she seems to 

have lost herself somewhere along the way. She feels that 

her children, for example, do not understand or appreciate her 

as a person: 
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OKay, e;od, say wfiat you like, but I damn 
well wish I could get away just sometimes 
by myself. But no. Itf's a criminal offense, 
nearly. What makes any of .. them think they"ve 
got the right to tell me own ~e have ~e al
ways there not that they notLce when I am 
only when If'm not. Cf, p. 1841 

This is, of course, consistent witIL Margaret Laurence 1'·s oft-· 

stated preroLse that in order to achieve personal freedom or 

self-understanding, the illdivLdual ~ust come to terms with 

2 the past. Stacey feels that she LS an outsider from con-

temporary life, much. as Rachel did, and sILe is unaBle to com."... 

munLcate with tIiose who now seem to possess the world. RIl'm 

a stranger in the now world. I~ CF, p. 30lL Those wILo belong 

to the (now world l cannot understand or relate to Stacey"s 

generation, or so she oelLeves. Because she cannot adjust 

to her new positLon in the world and cannot understand w~y 

she no longer fits into her old one, she resents the 'now 

world~s~ perception of her as outdated~ 

It doesnt't matter about you, Stacey? Well, 
Lt shouldn"t matter. Why not? Because Il'm 
thirty-nine and I cantt complain. But they 
havenl't begun yet. Thattcs not how you feel 
about yourself, thougIL. It matters. Okay, 
out so what? I think of Katie -- maybe Ian, 
now, too -- thinking of me like Irm prehis
toric, and it bugs me. Il'm sorry, but it 
does Q (F, p. 134 r 

Stacey, like Rachel and Hagar, feels out of touch with. con-. 

temporary life, especially when she compares herself with 

her daughter Katie. This' is nowhere more poignantly expressed 

than in the following scene: 

Katie is dancing. In a green dress Katie 
MacAindra simple and intricate as grass is 
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dancing by herself. Her auburn hair, long 
and straight, touches her shoulders and 
sways a little when she moves. She wears 
no makeup. Her bones and flesh are thin, 
plain-moving, unfrenetic, knowing their 
idiom. 

Stacey MacAindra, thir
ty..,..nine, liips ass and 
face lieavier than once, 
shamrock velvet pants, 
petunia purple blouse, 
cheap gilt sandals 
hlgh-heeled, prancing 
squirming jiggling. 

Stacey turns and goes very quietly up 
the basement steps and into tlie living room. 
CF, p. 1371-

Stacey feels she has lost her place in contemporary life, and 

she can no longer recognize herself.in it. """It isnt·t me, itl's 

somebody wearing my appearance, -my face, takeover 01' aliens 

from out there. If.' CF, p. 1891: Stacey feels like an alien not 

D.ecause she is really a stranger in tIie world, but necause 
., ... -.. ",-.-,.-.,-.-, 

--... sKe.i:~ still trying to fi'tiierself in wfiere she- no longer lie~ 
--" "',-.'~ 

longs. Rowever, it is the ~orld she left oenind from whlcrL 

she is truly an outsider. 

Because of the discrepancy netween her inner and outer 

self, a feeling similar to Rachel~s feelings of alienation from 
-~.-""~--~,,,~-.,,,,,,,-,,:--,,,-,,--~,,,,,,,,,,- ,,'- ." 

and non-existence in the real world ~ Stacey feels the desire 

to "explain myself .. , make mys-elf real ..... (I' CF, p. '2041. - This 

feeling of unreality arises from the fact that she is sti'll 
-.. - .~ ..... . 

searching for her identi-ty in her now imaginary world of the 
.. ~. -." 

past.. She finds it difficult to iuentify with the present, 
,_.- .. - ... 

"" 

since "it changes too rapidly for me to keep track ... What· do 

\ '" . 

\f\'····· 

" 

'. 
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I know of it?tr (F, p. 731 This contriDutes to ~er aliena~ 
.,,~~W"-~,~., .•• ~ ."·cc_" .. ".'--" ".'- -.-. 

tion from th,e V!Q~l.,g.,,"oft:Eie,«preg~nt,andliB iglite,n,sIie:r feel mg s 

'of being an outsider. 

Stacey is an outsider too in tIiat she recognized the 

discrepancy between her inner life and lier outer: ItWIiat goes' 

on inside isn~t ever the same as what goes on outside. rt~s 

a disease I[ve picked up somewhere .. 1t CF, p'.' 331 SJ1e is aware 

also, even in the beginning, tIiat life is equally difficult 

for others; that real truth is never communicated. S:Eie is 

able to perceive her own problem as part of a problem~ridden 

s:ocie.ty. As we have seen, it is thi's heightened awareness of 

her situation that sets the isolated lierome apart. Stacey, 
j 

it seems, .;:I.long with Iragar and Rachel, is an outsider, isola ... 

ted in .;:I. world ot ma.ny outsiders. Stacey also feels alone 

in life despite her marriage to tlie nan she loves.. Her mar-

riage is limited by a lack, of communi'cati'On between lier hus'7' 

band and lierself:. 

Ire. doesn~t talk any more hardly at all can 
you imagine what it ["s' like to live in t~e 
same house with. somen-ody woo doesn "t talK. 
or wfio can ~,t or else won "t and I don ['t 
Know which. reason it could De. CF,' p. l~nr 

She. 1.s unable to guess what Mac is really like inside.. "In 

Godls name, what is Mac like, in there, wherever he lives?" 

CF, p. 1261 "What does Mac think about?" (F, p. 1301 She 

knows, however, that the problem of communication is not 

uniquely his. "It's the ones who say good-bye before they're 

dead who bug me. I start thinking -- itts Mac. Then I think 
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Hell no i.t"s not Mac it l's me and then r d<:>n tt know .. " CF ~ p .. 

1401 Trying to bridge the gap in their anility to reac~ 

each other seems almost too hopeless at times, and stacey is 

not always sure she even wants to: 

Should r tell Mac? Yeh, and have him say rt>:m 
maKing a fuss a5.out nothln-g. He doesn "t want 
to know.. He doesnl:>t want to Know anything 
difficult about me or tIle Ri'ds.. Notning., 
Okay, and now r don t't want to tell him I so 
we t>re even.. CF, p.. 2111 

... ' .. whatever you I:>re like, whatever you're 
golng·through, I don't want to know, see. 
I just don't want to know. Not anymore. 
(F, p. 217) 

--In some ways, this withdrawal represents a false kind of 

security. It is the same source of 'strength' and self-pro-

tection drawn upon by Hagar and Rachel. At times, then, it 

is the fear of showing weakness that keeps Stacey from re~ 

vealing herself. 1FT dread an uneasy lull or anything fring-

ing on what I tm thinking about.. I "m always afraid he "11 

guess. 1t {J', p. 651 Stacey is also unable to volunteer infor-

mation to others. She can't communica'te with her daughter --

"from where she stands I look unreasonable, inconsistent, and 

immoral. And It-m certain Itm not •.• I can explain every-

thing. Sure, explainer of the year, that's me. How can I 

explain anything?" (F, p. 471 Things are no easier with her 

sons; with Ian she feels that she ITcant-t reach him at all" 

(F, p. ll7L, and she feels Iffar from LDuncaIll too." CF, p. 

119.L She is unable to explain herself to them, although it 

is often her urge to do just that: 
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EveryBody should stop from time to time 
and explain what tIiey 1Uean. But none of 
us in thls liouse do. CF, p. o~[ 

I wanted to explain myself. "r st~ll do. " 
Wai.t, you! Let TIle: "tell you.. r"m not 
what r may appear to be.. Or if I am, it t:· s 
liappened imperceptihly ....... "rd~dnr t used 
to be .. "Once r was- different..... cr; p_ 73) 

The Barrier OebleeTI Stacey and others is strongly" felt 

in tli.e.. cas"e of Mac ~s friend BuCKle"; she" i"s unable to guess 

e..t:tlier wliat lie is really LtR.e:., or what IllS- perceptions of lier 

miglit lie.. Despite the fact tnat she haS" Known him for several 

years: and, indeed, met he:r hushand t:E'lXou<jh.h.:i'm, Buckle. rema:ins. 

es~ent~ally a stran<jer to lier --- lrus slirines are invisible .. 

r wonder wIiat tIie.y" looK.. 1iJC.e, and wfiat fetishes and offerings-

lurk.. on tliOse.altars-? _ ... wnatdo you Kriowof it?'" IT, p .. 53} 

and slia .:ts- a stranger to fiiIn: 

My good .... wife-.and~1Uoth.e:i voice. r can r t 
seem to talK.. "to BucKl"e. :in any otI1.e:i way" .. 
:r always sound so prim.. r wonder" what Itihd 
of person he. i:magines I -must be. tF, p .. 50".} 

~ta.cey is aware of tIie: fact that otliers nave their inner lives 
...... '"',,-;;.-.,. 

too , but slie is unable "to fa tfiom tli.erri or guess tl1.e:tr depths..-"" ,H ,{ 

,,.- ,,'. 

Slia :L.S therefore unable to reaclilier fri~ds I for example., 
.0' • 

TeSs-, lier neigfi.Pour, "who"" is. in fact suicidal.. rt-Tess. Wliat J:\s 
,. ,-' 

ilie. matter with. us? r can r"t get througli tliesound liarri:er 

anymore. than I: can wi:t~ any of tfiem .. l~ C~, p .. 22l) Tliis-

r:"s:ound Barrier f prevents- Stacey from voi.cing intimate- tfiougfi:tsi 

to her friends, al tfiough. she imagines tna t th.ey -might. concei.V~, 

ably feal akin. to each otlier"--- 'tRow strange i-f Bertha and 

Tass: were. thinking tfie exact same. tfung.. We could uni:te.'~ (f, 
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p. 871, but Stacey opts in the end for the easi:er way out ~-. 

continued isolation: 

We~re too damn complacent. No ~~ we~re not 
complacent one Bit. We l:'re just scared. Of 
what? Making a scene? Fihd.tng out we (Cre 
alone after all -- better not to test .tt 
out? Row do r know what Tess and Bertha: 
think? eF, p. 87L 

When Tess actually does attempt to taRe her own l.tfe, Stacey 

faul ts herself -- "How many th.tngs added up? But r d.tdn r't 

get the message either", WILy didn ~t I? r always env:ted lier 

for oeing so glamourous. I couldn"t see anytlilng else." (F, 

p. 271L Similarly, Mac feels guilt aBout Buckle when fie hears 

of tis. fri.end's deatLL, but i.n thi's case it 1:s gu.tlt not for 

the death. of Buckle, out for Iiaving saved hi:s l.tfewhen Buckle, 

he lieliaves, would have. preferred to aie: 

• ... I never di:d that well 51' him ...... r always 
Rind of resented IiDwmucKhe 'came 'around .. 

You never sa.td. Red:tan "t Know. I 
dit1n ~t, either. 

Well, how could I say? It was some ...... 
thll1g that happened a long time ago ••• the 
Briqge blew. Mined ....... I hauled him out .•• 
But later on r thought 1lJ.aybe ••• that I 
hadnl't done him any favour. T hadn"t done 
anything he wanted l11e to do. (F, p. 240.1 

The shared experience of Buckle~s deatlinrings Stacey closer 

to Mac, and helps her to deal rltli her own gu.tlt about Tess- .. 

Stacey f like Rachel, learns here that the responsibili:ty for 

life and death. is not in h.er handS', nor .tn Mac f s.. It'Ma,c"::'''.,... 

stop beating yourself. You"re not God.. You couldnl't save 

Escaping isolati:on in li.fe 1:s impossible, and .l'llatthew, 

Stacey "'s' father-in-law, illustrates this point. He stands as 
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a signpost of the increasing isolation of age: 

Matthew does not have enough people to 
talk to these days, and practically nothing' 
ever happens to flim & Ire still attends the 
churcn wnere he once used to preacn, but the 
people he knew tnere are getting fewer.. The 
young minister is painstaki:ngly cordial, but 
cannot think of anytlii:ng Mattfiew could use
fully do, and Matthew flimself is afraid of 
getting in tne way.. (F, pp.. 66-67} 

Ker father-in-law also stands as a warning to Stacey to open 

herself to others before it is too late. He, like Hagar, 

has remained silent for too long, and now there is no one 

left to talk to. As he tells Stacey, ItI always wanted to 

talk about it ·to someone., but I couldn (·t. I wish now, that I 

had talked of it.lt eF, p. 2831. In an encounter similar to 

Hagart·s with Murray F. Lees,4 and Rachel"s with Hector Jonas 

and NLCk Kazlik, Stacey finally manages to open her heart to 

Luke Venturi, a young science-fiction writer whom she meets 

on a beach. As she herself is aware, he is the only person 

to whom she has ever spoken so openly. ItWith Luke, every-

thing is simple. He doesntt complicate things. He says 

what he's thinking." (F", p. 211) "I can only break through 

with one person. LukeLukeLuke. 1I eF, p. 221) As is the case 

with Rachel and Hagar, this man enters Stacey's life at a 

time of crisis, one in which she is forced to act or lose 

herself. It is he who first makes her aware of the "excess 

mental baggage" carried by others besides herself. II Every-

thing looks both better and worse from the outside, I guess. 

You think -- How lucky they are or How in Hell can they stand 
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it? Maybe tfieyl're not so lucki, nut they can stand :tt. ~l' (F, 

p. 981 It is also Luke who fielps Stacey to recogn.tze and to 

some extent accept isolati:on as everyonet's plight, not just 

t ,e pli.ght of an unfortunate few.. It:ts at thls point in the 

novel that Margaret Laurence once aqain repeats' her by now 

famili:ar I·'you l're not alone'" sequence, but tlii:s time with a new 

twist. Stacey, unlike Rachel and ffagar, i:s not allowed the 

last word: 

Well go ahead and bawl.. No shame in that~ 
Youl're not alone. 
She li.~ts her head and lOOKS at hlm .. 
Tha t "s where you l'rewrong .. 
Luke picKs up lier coffee mug and goes to 
refill it. 
No, baby, that t· s where you I're wrong. (F, 
p-p.a 178-179-1 

Stace.y i:s on her way t.O the reali:zatlon that her experience 

of i:sola,tion lS not unique.. SIi~e lnay 5e alone in that SM lit 

i:sola,ted wi.thi:n herself, nut there are -'many others ,WOO ex.,.... 

peri.ence the same lsolation. Tlius, we, together wi:tIL Stacey, 

find that i:solation itself :ts sometfi.:tng wlii:ch forms' a bond 

between ourselves and others .,..~ a' Dond of sIiared experience. 

Staceyt·s tri:umph in this novel, like HagCl-r I'·s. and Rac1iell:'·s 

:tn tIiei:rs', lies in learning to accept ner pli:ght and live 

with Cor di-e witht dign.i:ty in spite of it; ill snort, her 

tri'uInph lies in her capaci:ty to survive.. She will .never be. 

able to eradi:cate, her isolation entirely, for this i:s not 

poss'ible" Because of tfi.is everyone i:s indeed an island, and 

, 
-'" 

ffagar, Rachel, and Stacey are studies of isolation in different 

people in varying situations in life: old age, spinsterhood, 
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and rife.. and -mothernood~ 

What -makes these.. three characters different from the 

mass of people.. is not simply their isolation, but their per-

ception of it. The..y, like.. the outsider, are aware of their 

lone1:iness in a society that refuses to acknowledge the exis-

tence of such loneliness~ The isolated heroine, as we have 

noted, is characterized by this "sense of strangeness, or un

reality.u S Stacey and Rachel both feel ill at ease in worlds 

that they feel no longer belong to them, and speak of their 

feelings of alienation, but Stacey comes more and more to feel 

that the isolation she perceiveshCj.s,alw:aysJbeen"with.h,~r~ 

It is merely her awareness of her i.solation which is increas-

mg.: 

Perhaps it isn t·t that the masks have been put 
on, one.. for each year lLkethe circles that 
tell the age of a tree.. Perhaps theyI've Deen 
gradually peeled off, and whatrs there under
neath is the face tliat"s al~yg been there for 
me, the unspeaking eyes, tIie mouth for whom 
words were too difficult. eF, p. 170} 

At any rate.. her isolation is certainly inescapable. For a 

long time, however, Stace..y is still having trou51e coming to 

terms wlth its inevitability, and longs for some answer. 

II What "'5" tile JIlatter with us that we can "t talk? ~-{ow can any-

one. know unless people say? How come we feel i·t ts indecent?" 

eF, p. 1671. She finally realizes that preventing or chan-

ging her essential isolation from others cannot be achieved, 

that "nothing ever can come out. T sometimes see us like 

moles, living in our underground burrows, with eyes that can "t 
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stand any light. Once T thought it was only people like Mat-

thew and my mother who had that klnd of weak eyes. Now I 

know it's me, as much." (F, p. 1641 The only way we have of 

reaching through to others is haphazard and full of pitfalls, 

for we are "unable to gauge accurately, having to guess only." 

CF, p. 278} 

liowever, :by the end of her journey, stacey :is much 

wiser about many of the things which have plagued her. Her 

isolation is still. with her, for her problem is her life, 

and to th.is there is no solution. It is her ultimate deter-

mination to go on~ her survival instinct, which makes us ad-

mire her and believe in her, and which gives us hope for the 

outcome of her story. Stacey has learned to live with the 

fires of her inner life. Luke venturi has been able to help 

her arrive at a measure-of understanding of her life, for 

which.. she is grateful: 

Luke you showed me where I belonged, 
when you said Why canl't you leave? I guess 
I should be grateful. T am grateful. Maybe 
not for' that, so much.' I guess I knew it 
anyway. For the way you talked to me and 
held me for a while -- thatl's why I'm grate
ful. I said unspokenly Help and you didn't 
turn away. You faced me and touched me. 
You were gentle. CF, p. 277) 

What he has done for her is to enable her to reach out to 

someone. He has shown her that communication is possible, 

even if it cannot be complete. lie has also made her realize 

that an escape from the problems of her marriage is not pos-

sible, as she thinks that "even if youfd been older, or Ird 
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been younger and free, it wouldn ~,t lia've'turned out any s:i:rop~ 

ler w:ttli you than it i:st Wl.."t1:l.. Mac.. r d:ta.n t-t seetKat at one.' 

time, out r se~ it now. II' C-'f, pp.. 221-228 [. 

Stacey is also afile:. 'to see. 'a little -more...Uto tne.' 

isolation of otlie.rs -- RucR:lel:'g- de.a:tli.5rings lier closer to 

Mac, when DotIi realizaIiow l.onery BucKle -must liave neen, .and 

how much Mac ~ s friendstip 1tIust lia'veinean t to Iiim.. .. rt also 

enaDles- ~r to n.e.gin to see 'wn.a:t Mac suffers-, and how much ha, 

1.:i:.R:e. S-tace...y lierself, lias US own Durdens to carry:.. "Tn tfie 

meantime, we. carry our own suitcases. Row is- it :r never mew 

how: many you were... carrying? Too nusy toting lO.y own .. It- eF ,po, 

24l} Sn:e. J)e.g:i:ns:- also to recog-ruza 'tne 'loneliness- of Matthaw 0, 

~oor 'MattI:iB.w.. Too late:.now .. .'r.- IT, ,p .. 283[ Sn:e lias- oegun to 

eScape. tlie. fionds 01; tf:ie past at tILts- point too, for she, is 

~.i:nally' a,lile.. to call Mattliew- I~aa Il',a terin- sJie.liad previ..ousoly 

:reserved tor lier own fat:n:eI.. Now sne finds :tt no longer mat":",, 

ters: 

Strange. -- it r s only a name. now, tlia t, only a 
way of :tdentifying Matthew.. Niall Cameron lias 
Been dead a long time. rf someone 'else need-s 
tlie. name, no point in not using it. rt doesn t>t 
mean anytIiing to me anymore. r never :Knew :Lt' 
until now.. CF, po. 29T} 

When. Stacey offers to have Mattlie.w-movein witli. them, s:h.e. is 

also ab.le, for a cliange, to see. 11:ts- suffering too.. I~If you 

tlii:nR. i:t ~ll he awful for you, doll, now do you tIi..inK lie till 

feel afiout it? Mattfiew-, wfio doesn ~t eyen liRe to admi:t lie. 

nas- any natural functions-. Matthew, always- so neat and so 

l?roud .. I~~ t~, p. 282) She is also suddenly' ab.le to pexce.i:ve 
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the pressure wh.:tcfL has been weigfiirig on Mac all along; 

Odd -- Mac has to pretend lie~s absolutely 
strong, and now I see fie doesn~t believe a 
word of it and never nas-. Yet lie "s a wfLole 
lot stronger than fLe tliinRs lie is. Maybe 
they all are. Mayne even Duncan is. Mayne 
even I am. tF, p. 285 I 

In recognizing this hidden strengtfL, Stacey is anle to find 

the. determination and'the willpower to survive. ,rIcan't 

stand it. I cannot. I can t:t take it. Yeh, I can" though." 

eF, p. 289} 

She even comes to the realization that there are 

other forms of communication than fLer yearned-for discussions; 

Mac and Ian have established their own lines of communication 

in another way: 

Tliatt:s the most Mac will ever be able to say. 
Tlieyt:re not like me, either of them. They 
don't want to say it in full technicolor and 
intense detail. And that"s okay, I guess. 
Ian gets tlie message. Ttl's his language too. 
I wisIi it were mine. All I can do is accept 
that it is a language, and that it works, at 
least sometimes. And maybe it's mine more 
than I like to admit. Whatever I think that 
I think of it, it's the one I most use. eF, 
p. 2961 

Stacey may not have succeeded in establishing totally new 

lines of communication herself, but she has, at least, recog-

nized and accepted the validity of those already in existence, 

which will enable her to use them more effectively. This 

move from isolation to communication is symbolically repre-

sented in her youngest child, Jen, who does not talk through-

out the novel, until the end, when she negins to speak whole 

l3-entences. Her sudden ability to -make fLerself understood 
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seems to be syroDolically. relate.a to I'i.ermotne.rl's- new aware=, 

ness and understanding of others-. 

Stacey, who, like Hagar, ,na:s: unti'l now continued to 

find herself identUi:ed ritIL.tne:.StaceY of heir youtli, i's- also 

suddenly a15le to move- into Hie 'present and escape tlie confU'7' 

si-on wiiich Iia.s- prev:tously upset lier';: 

1: was wrong to thll1.1Cof tlie. trap as' tnefour 
walls-. yt'-'s' tKe world. Tne -trutni's tnat r 
naven t>t Deen Stacey' Cameron for- one'nell of a 
long time now. AlthDugli'm some ways 1''''11 al
ways be lier, oecausetIiat "s- fiDw T s-tarted out ~ 
But from now on. the-dancing goes- on only in 
tlie liea,d. Cf, p. 303 r: 

She- h4g,beC01l).e reconciled totne- fact that l:tfe is full of 

problems- wfii'cIL are inescapa151.e,; sne. cannot :retreat to tn:e past 

and her younger r JUore carefree, self, ,to solve. tliem. LuRe. 

could not rem0yeB:er isolati:on, only' fuilp Ker to liVe wi'tli it. 

At tlie close of the novel we seetna:t its' circular 
'_. -"", -'.- -.' "' .... _.- -- -"- _ .. "._' - "-} 

lJl0ti:on nas: returned Stacey, in some: 'way-s-, ,to wnere s,!leD~egan., 

()n the. surface her li'fe lias not lieen radi-cally cIia.nged: 

On the hedroom cMir xests a jumJ5le of' Stacey"'$' 
clothes-, off-cast stocKings-- liKe nylon puddles, 
roll-on Cjirdlein t:n:e sfiapeof a tire wIiere sne. 
lias rolled it off. On angtner cfiair, "Mac !"g

clotIies- are tolde.d neatly, a nabTt ne acquired 
in tlie army, as- lien-as- :remarKed ccruiltle'ss'"tilnes. 
Two oooRS are on -the -beas-ide ,'tanTe .,...,-:. TIie'-~0l~ 
aeh Hough and' 1:'mre5tme'nt'S' 'ana You, Her s- and IrlS 
notKunread. eF, p. 30'51 

This i:s a repetitLon, almost verbatim, of a paragraph. at tne 

beginning of the novel CF, pp. 3-4 L, and .it seems to nelie. 

the_ progresS-Lon whlch. has been made in Stacey l'S li£e. lier 

progress does not seem as great as that of Hagar or Rachel 
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because it is not accompanied, as theirs' is, By a radical. 

change in the surface structure of :ne:r life. Ragar dies" 

and Rachel packs up and moves to a new city and a new- jon, 

al tering her physical surroundings as sliB "changes lier percep"7" 

tion of her inner di:lemma. Stacey, noweVer", is unalileto mare. 

such. a dramatic alteration in ner way of li:fe.. Slie:ts still 

married to Mac and remains" with hiIn and tneTr ch:tldren. It 

is: poss:ihle, however, for Stacey to maRe her inner life be.tter, 

even if this cannot De repreSented by a drama ti'c change i'n ner 

external existence.. It is tlie change in neT perception of 

ner ex:tstence which is important. The repetition of tli:ts pas

sage. serves to .:f;ocus the readerl:<s attention on tlie inner prog"'"'" 

.ress w:tiLch lias :Eieen made.. Tlii.'s- change in percepti::on, as we 

nq:ve seen, is: cliaracteristi::c of tne journey to self ..... Rnowledge_ 

tt iJ:r" not the actual, physical circumstances of Stacey"'s· life 

wfii..'cl:i have clianged., This is significant, because i::t points 

out to tlie reader just how--mucfLof tIieisolated neroine t's 

progress is internal and tnat sne need' not e-xperi'ence aradi~ 

cal cliange in the external pattern of ner existence in order 

to achi-eve a fuller and richer s'enseof life.. 

Although it mi:ght be 'argued that Stacey lia~ not come 

as· far in her journe.y as Hagar or Rachel may seem to have 

come, she has a greater awarenes-s' of herself and her si.."tuation 

at the end of the novel than she possessed at the beginning. 

We are reminded of Hagar's statement that "nothing is ever 

changed at a single stroke, I know that full well, although 
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a person sometimes risnes Lt could oe otnerwi.se ... 6 We cannot 

help but De convinced that, tIiougILStacey"s external liJa ha,s 

hot changed radi.cally, she lias- made. tlief list step toward 

gaini.ng control over i.t .in an internal sense; her progress, 

wfiicli. is undeni.aole, 1:ia:s oeen lIlade. ·nthin. Eecause 'of too 

journey to self-knowledge 'on wfiicIi sIie has enIDarked, Stacey 

Ls able to survive~ 



Chapter Four; - The: D'LViners 

The DiViners: (1974[, Margaret Laurencet's fourth Mana-

waka novel, again deals with- the tliemes present in her pre-

vious three ManawaRa novels -- the isolation of the individual, 

the impossibility of total communication, and the importance 

of the past in determining the course of one ts life. These 

themes are enlarged upon and dealt with in 11lore detail in this 

novel, partly because of its length, and partly because the 

protagonist is herself a novelist, and is therefore endowed 

with the artistts heightened perception, in addition to her 

s.ens_e of hers.elf as isolated .. As Clara Thomas observes "The , --

D:tvin:ers is a complex and a profound hovel, an exploration of 

the meaning of a life, a ques.t, and finally, tlie affirmation 

of a life t-s meaning. III These are all aspects of the journey 

to self-knowledge undertaken by all of the isolated heroines 

who are the subjects of this study. 

These concerns can also be extended to include other 

characters in this novel; not only is the protagonist, Morag 

Gunn, an outsider from her world, but every other major cnar-

acter is as well. The threads which bind them all to the 

past, although intangible and finally untraceable, are never-

theless strong and inescapable. This novel, also, lire the 

other Manawaka novels, involves a search for identity on the 

part of the protagonist, which, as we have already not~, 

is.- :eunda;mental to the isolated heroine "s search for 11leaning 

70 
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in. Ltie,. In tlie.se novels s:ucli. a quest is inextricanly re.

lated to tlie. protagonist t-s; past. In: The Di'V'i::ners,' the searc~ 

for se:lf .... knowledge i:.s espeei:.ally di:.ffi:.cult for Morag, for she. 

haEt been wi:.tfiout parents; or t:-fami::ly~ s:-i:.nce the age. of four a 

We. -may applaud Morag, as: we. 'do Hagar, Racnel, and Stacey, for 

her tougfiness and anility to s:urvbre. Sfi.eleads a di:.ff:tcul t 

li::fe,o:ut conti:.nues to survive as slie determined t9 do, as a 

child; "E.va seems like sOO is beaten :Oy life already. Morag 

is: not .... "'" re.peat not .,..- goi:.ng to 5efieaten oy li:.fe .. (1.2 Morag 

must, liRe. Margaret Laurence. t's otIier ManawaR:.a heroines, come. 

to terms witli her past or remain forever unKnown to herself in 

tlie. present., 

Morag Gunn ':£s an outsi:.der i:.n every sense of tIie term. 

Clara Tlicrmas sees her as havi:.ng oeen an outsider for most of 

her life.: 

Morag was always an outsider to the social 
structure. i:.n ManawaRa; and as sIie. grew up, 
lie.r liurt and resentment 'made her ooth con
sciously and defensively determined to pre
serve lier own differences. 3 

Orplianed at an early age., she is sent to li:.ve. witIL C:5r:tstie 

Logan, tlie town garoage collector, and Iii:.s simple-minded wi:.fe. 

Prf.n. Morag"s isolati:..on arises :eram the loss of her parents" 

and tlie. fact tIiat slie i:s unaole to accept Cfiristie and Pri:..n 

as: lier real family. She. i:.s aware. tliat tliey too are alienated 

frQIJl tlie Manawaka communi:.ty, and {('in an isolated town sucfL as 

ManawaKa, tlie watcfiword is conformi:.ty. Anyone woo does not 

conform to the extaoli:.sIied code is cast i:.nto a lImEo of social 
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ostracism. {~4 Yet, t.ronica11y·, Morag is unao1e to really reach 

out to Christie and Prill for just thls' reason: 1t"1:'Wh.y sliould I 

know be.tter, then? It:m only· tne Scavenger. 1;' I;'Tliat r~s' exactly 

all you are, l' Morag says coldly·. II:.' CD,p. 123 L Morag lias a 

keen sense of Cfiristi:el:s unusualness from tlietime SM starts-

sclioo1. !tHe looks peculiar. It' CD, p. 35[ "'That is tlie worst. 

Ifow si.11y he. looks ~ No. Tfieworst i's that he sme1:1s. II lb, 

p. 361 Prin, who grows increasingly fat and wi:tlidraws further 

into herself, is also eS'senti:a11y unKriown to Morag: 

l?rin scarcely moves at all now, just sits in 
her chair, growing heavier and more silent all 
the: time, living only ins-idelier head, if any
where. CP, p. 1611 

She.. loves Prin, but can no longer near to b.e 
seen wi:th her in publi:c. (J), p. 108 [ 

Despite her inability or refusal to accept Cliristte 

and Prin as her family Cr-Chri:stie"s not my old man! My dad 

is\ dead. I! OS,p. 72JL, Morag :i::S:. sti'1.1 seen by tIle town as one 

witli tliem. Consequently, she does not fit in anywhere, all 

of wfii'ch.. contrinutes to and hei.ghtens lier feeling of a1iena-· 

ti.on. "No one will say Good Morning to Morag and Prine Not 

on your 1i:fe. II· CD, p. 109I 

Tlie place where. they 1i:ve also serves to mark their 

positiLon in Manawaka.: 

Hill Street was the Scots~Irisliequiva1ent of 
the Other Side of tlieTracKs •.. oe1ow tne.. 
town; it was inliaBitea 6y tKose wno had not 
and would never maKe good. Ifill Street -.,.. 
dedi.cated to flops, washouts and general no
goods, at least in the view of the townts 
netter-off. CD, p. 28} 
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Christie tries to console Morag with. hls philosophy that they 

are really all equal -- IfTheyl:'re only1Uuck the same as any of 

us, Skin and bone and the cidd nit of gUts. It CD, p. 301 But 

tb.i:s has little effect on her, coming as it does from a sur

rogate father wfiom she despises. Christie flas accepted tis 

status as an outsider, but Norag is as yet unable to do so, 

and so she rejects h.:Ls attempts' ~:at comfort. Thi.s ;reaffirms 

tor the reader the necessary loneliness' of the quest for self

knowledge: Morag must find her own path. Thus, Christie can

not impart his discoveries to Morag, for she must find her way 

for herself. Meanwhile, Christie continues to take great 

pleasure in "showing [the townspeopl§/, what they thought they 

would lik.e to see" (D, p. 351, to the horror of Morag, who, , 

like Hagar, Rachel, and Stacey before her, "doesn't let on. 

If you let on, youtre a goner." CD, p. 63) In spite of this 

fear of others, Morag does, somewhere inside, believe herself 

to be better than those who condemn her, although she is not 

fooled by this perception of their inferiority into losing 

sigh.t of their strength. The best solution, she learns at a 

young age, is to "hang onto your shit and never let them know 

you are ascared." (D, p. 34) It is not until much later 

that she is forced to recognize this as pride. "rA lot of 

people look down on me. I don't think of myself as looking 

down on anybody.'" (D, p. l55} Morag blames much of her 

isolation on the fact that she has no 'real' parents. In this 

way she effectively distances herself, in her own mind, from 
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implication in the actions- and 5eliav.ior of Cfu.ts-t.ie and Prine 

Al though deep down Morag realizes- ho"w unfair tlii.'S-:Ls, she 

sees them partly as the cause 'o;f-hZr proolerris- of isola,tLbn. 

II-People_ w:i:t~ real parents- sometimeS-- na:ve: a lousy time:tOQ. 
I 

Slielias- known tus- all along, of course-, out net really. ,,:. CD f 

p. 1151 
J 
I Merag remains alone and hides her real feel:ings with-L __ 

in herself. "Morag is very delicate-minded. She prides her-

self .On it, although she never lets on, of course. 1I (D, p. 351 

"She can bear anything, she knows, really, but not for peeple 

to see. I[ (D, p. 1741 This is' smugness and pr ide on her par t , 

tfiough she does not recognize it at the time. IIMorag can 

read like sixty. Sometimes sIie deesnl't let on in schoel, 

though. II (D,p. 34 L Later on, her daughter, picking this up, 

w.:tll tell lier, IIYout're so goddam proud and so scared of being 

rejected. til (D, p. 236J This is wfi.at keeps her silent about 

her ambitions as a wr iter. "'She has known for some time 

what she has to do, but never given the knowledge to any other 

person, or thought that any person might suspect. II (D, p. 1221 
\ . 

'·f A~ ~h~ ~;~~~ oidei'~~{Mef;agt'~'om~~} ~'~6 b'e:J:iEi{re:;' in>:h:er' po-

sition of alienation, and hangs fiercely onto it with a kind 

of pride. II "You're not alene. t 'That's where you're wrong, (. 

Morag says. U (D, p. 1571 When she is called a mooner, she 

likes to thlnk of i.t as {"some creature from another place, 

another planet. Left here accidentally." CD, p. 511 Clara 

Thomas refers to thls as Morag ts effort at lI'establisIiing her 
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outsiderdom ... 5 Even though- in one. senseslie enjoys tlie feel..,..· 

ing of being an outsider, aist~nc:'t fram tIie rest;e~Shei:s~ 

rarely alone when alone" !.D, p. 18V[ sne does not fi..t in 

with Christi.e, and there is' a difference Between her and the 

other isolated characters in tIle novel, wfio ironically seem 

to belong together. Morag has higher' aroJ5itions ...... -. "'nothing 

nothing -...- is going to endanger her' chances of g.etting out 

of Manawaka. l£ CD, p. 1531. Irex one possilii.lity of friendshlp 

in her childhood, with- Eva Winkler, is rejected. Eva, unlike 

Mo~ag, is not a figh-ter, and Morag fears being pulled down 

as Eva has been: 

Wanting Eva to go 0, Right th.is minute. Not 
to De. seen taIling to her..... Eva hasn I't 
smartened up any' •.. Eva seems like she is' 
beaten by life already. Morag is not -
repeat' 'not -- going to be oeaten oy life. 
But cannot bear to looR. at Eva very often. 
CP, p. 113L 

EVa is an example of an isolated cliaracter who was unable to 

meat the challenge of her life, and could not gain control of 

i't; instead SM has' chosen to liv-e on a ,lower plane of exis-

terwe. Morag feels that she !tlust turn ner back on Eva, b,e

cause Eva signi·fi.es what Morag herself CQuld oecome, if she 

does' not actively resist. The survival instinct in Morag 

cannot allow her to fail like Eva is destined to do. Eva is 

unanle to transcend her situa tibn. Morag, although- she' will 

u1tLmatelY'find'her way to a reaffirmation to life, is not at 

this point in the novel anle to accept her fate as Christie 

has done. Morag IS pride will not let her see the wisdom of 
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Christi.e "s raj ection of tliosewfio look down on Kim... Even. 

Sfdnner Tonnerre, anotlieX of tliei:50lated cliaracters:- wfiO 

surround Morag,re.cogni:zeS tliedi:ffeienceoetween Nora~ and 

tlieotI:ie::rs-, including Ii:bnse:Tf. 

t-r don t-t liaveto' "do-any-tIllng all tliat -mucli.. 
Itm not like you.~ 

True.. Ire' i:sn ~'t ~ Sne' sti:f fens. 
t-¥ou t-ra just l:LRe:-CI1Xisti:e.." Di:sappro-. 

-val in -Iler -voi:ce? Di:sappoi'ntmerit? 
tT"m not," JuleS- says-. '--r"m just like. 

never mind. Wall, you "11 do oRay." 
~Wli.y do you say tn:.a:t?" 
"You want it so Bad r can just aBout 

smell it on you. You t--ll get it though." 
t-Wliatf's -it?t-
••• lie grIns nut notqui:te in tlieold 

way, not conspiratori:ally-.. Not qui:teliosti:le, 
fuit nearly. To liim; sue -i:s- now on the otKex 
side of tlie fence'- Tney· i:nlia5:tt the same 
world no longer. 

t-r wouldn"t R.now,~ lie says. "But r guess 
you do. Well, so long. See you around, eB2t
CP, p. l66t 

The. Tonnerre.s tlie:rnselves- a-re outcasts-,I-t--dirty and un~ 

1Jlenti:.onanle.r lt CP, p. 69[ Laza-rus, Stinner I's fatEier, was a 

It.-stranger in the place wliere Iie lived his wnole life. II- CD, p. 

338L Tliey are set apart first and foremost 5y tlie fact that 

they are Metis. Morag is intrigued 5y Skinner, even tliougJi. 

she. i:.s aware that, as far as the town is concerned, It-lie came 

from nowhere. He isnt-t anyBody.lt CD, p. 70r In this, at 

least, tlie.y are alike, and SM feels tfiat tliere is a kind of 

understandi:.ng Between tfiem, a silent communion. Th.ey are 

'tb,onded by their recogni.ti:on in eacli otIier of tlie eve.rlasti:ng 

outs:-.ider lt , as: Clara TIlomas- puts- it .. 6 MOrag feels tliat Jules-

is- It-someone from a long long way nacR., someone related to her 
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in ways she CaJllUot de;eine and :eeels- no need of defining 0. It CD, 

p. 26:7} He is tha only one in Morag ':s childhood with. whom 

she. feels tlli:s communion, and Iie'.is also the only one in her 

youthful experience who is aBle ·to appreciate Cflristi-e .. 

.... _-- n~·He.I·s quite a guy, tlia.t Cliri::stie." 'T"TIl glad you think so. 1-1, 

CD, p. 134r Morag herself i.s unanle to appreciate Christi.e 

unti:l TIluch later, wfi.en she realizes tliat "Cflristie :knew tfiings 

ab.out inner trutIis that I aTIl only jus·t Beginning to under-

stand. It CD, p. 412 r Cliristie has readied a point where the 

scorn of the town can no longer reach h11m; he is hurt only by 

the. scorn of Morag, who has yet to reach a similar realiza-

tion and acceptance. of her own. and, by extension, of Cfi..ristiet.s 

worth. Ski.nner is s·imilarly a61e,-for the moment, to rise 

ab.ove tha town's rejection, but is· later defeated oy the pain 

such. isolation causes hi.-s family. 

The adult Morag shares with Hagar, Rachel, and Stacey 

the feeling of having outgrown the world and the impossiBility 

of Being in touch with a world that is no longer hers: 

We tIiink there is ·one planet called Earth, 
out there are tliousands, even: ·miTlio·ns, like 
a snake shedding its skin every so often, 
But with all the old skins still ouncned 
around it. You live inside tne creature for 
quite a while, so it comes as a shock to find 
you're living now in one of the husked-off 
skins, and sometimes you can touch and know 
about tfi.e creature as it is now and sometimes 
you can I't . CD, p. l721 

She is made aware of the. remoteness of the present world by 

her daughter, Pique. Pique. experiences the same feeling of 

Iieing divided from herSelf which Morag feels. "T don tit want 
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to De sP1.:f.~~ __ :r;,_~§:!lLt9_o§;,~-t:2.9:~tlier.. _->~~1: __ ~h::m-nQ,t._,! I don I;t 
_~_.....-__ ' ___ ---- • ~ r+ -...,.- --~~,-.... --,""'-~ 

kI:tow Jrhere:. I belong. I' (p, p. 3S0L Tliis- duality of self, 
__ . ___________ - -, _ .• _. ~.n ... _.~_ .• =__.,... ..... __ . .........._,~_,,~~" ...... ~~"· 

intensified in Piquets caseny :ner' aual l1.eritageof Scots-

~nd Metis, is By now recognizaBle 'to us as part of tlie isola-

tea. lieroine ~'s di.le:rrrro.a A Just as: CI:1.:iis-tj:'ewas unaole to pass: 

on to Morag Ilis wisdom, Mo-rag is -unaBle,' Beca-use of, a lack 

of' conmrunication, to understand fully n.er daugliterf:\:s dilennna, 

aven though. s.ha can infer from eXperi::ence wfia t the girl is 

going through., Slie is aware,' lioweVer, of tlie pitfalls invol-

ved in thus interpreting Pique. I'Arn I only interpreting her 

through, my own experience? Maybe s'he. doesn "t feel tfiat at 

all. i,t (p, p.. 237r In spite of this, and her consequent dis

tance from Pique, she can recognize and identify with the 

girl "5 frustration at the reactions of 1I1any townspeople. 

ItTliay think. it's you thatt's wrong, just oy being, and not 

neing 1 ike tliem. It- CP, P .. 233 r Tliis serves to underscore the. 

contention that there isa unity in isolation -- ironically, 

we:. are, at least, not alone in being alone. 

Morag"s way of life extends her role as isolated 

heroine into later years. She returns to her former "outside-

ness' in Jules" eyes, and regains his approval fully when he 

later finds her living alone in a remote cottage in rural 

Ontario. I[ "Hell, nearly everybody in ~-1cConnell "s Landing 

knows you, Morag. They think you "re crazy as a bed bug .. t: It 

CP, p. 424L Ire realizes that she has, at last, risen above 

tria sco.rn of tfi.ose who have rejected her and is making her 
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own way, no longer feeling tn..e neea. to "prove I:' herself to 

other people. 

Morag "s searcfL for iden.ti:ty is also bound up witfL her 

past. At t:trst, fi.ex desire to find fi..er'self forces lier to re-

ject Christie and Manawaka, to try to escape from the past 

which. they represent. Thls' is equivalent to Rachel's reluc-

tance. to face her isolation. Morag, like Rachel, tries ini-

tially to find solace in respectaBility, and in a way of life 

whi:cfL sJie has imagined has made others happy. At first she 

tells' Brcoke., II t I: just feel as though I don tt have a past. I II 

(D, p. 194 t "tManawaka and that -- itt's over. It doesnlt 

exist. It I s unimportant. t·" CD, p. 1981 She first attempts 

to find herself, outside Manawaka, in her role as Brooke"s 

wife, denying her self entirely. "Sfie will do whatever he 

wants her to do ... She will conceal everything about her-

self which he might not like. lf CD, p. 196) Initially, Morag 

is. thrilled by Brooke ,. s willingness to possess her and provide 

her with_ a ready-made identity. If~I think most men feel that 

way about their woman.' Their woman. Her clenched and 

doubting guts now dissolve witIi.. gratitude and care. It CD, p. 

200L She. reje.cts her past and ignores Christiefs warning 

that the past cannot Be escaped: 

tIttll all go along with you too. That goes 
without saying.' 

... tyou mean -- everythi~g will go along 
w-ith me? ~ 

{-No less than that, ever, t Christie says. 
~ It won "t, though,' 1i1orag says, and hears: 

the stubbor.nness in her own voice. 
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Christie laughs. 'Who says so, Morag? I 

t T say so." cn, p. 207 I 

Later, however, she becomes aware that filS perception is nora 

accurate than fi.er own. Sf:ie Begins to feel the need to explain 

herself to Brooke. '''t'r tfunK. I' sliould tell you aBout my 

cfiildliood. All aDou t it. I' tlii'nR. I' should. r l~ CD, p. 19.7 r 

Sli.e. begins:, als'o, to see tlie error of her ways in having al-

lowed Brooke to develop an inage of her whicli ltnust forever 

he. distorted. \I CD, p. 257} Slie, li'ke. Pique does later, feels 

'tseparate from herself" (P, p. 2631, for, by denying the past, 

she has rejected an important part of herself. Tn vain, Morag 

tries to account to Brooke for the cha.nge he sees in her. 

nlI~m not the same as r was. Or maybe Ihm the same, but it 

scared me, before. '.11 CD, p. 258 t Christie was right; the 

past has all rema.ined with her -- n"I never forgot any of it. 

It was always there.~" (D,.p. 2571 Finding herself, she 

realizes finally, is a process which "goes a long way back" 

CD, p. 262Y, and cannot be begun solely in the present. All 

of this comes as a shock to Brooke; who ~Tas unaware of all 

she had kept hidden, and who, Mora.g suddenly sees, "has 

believed he owns her." (D, p. 278} Brooke is not ready to 

accept these revelations of Morag's, for she is his escape 

route from confronting his sense of isolation~ just as he 

has been hers. Her leaving him will destroy the fragile 

veil which protects him from recognizing that he too is alone. 

Morag will move on to face and conquer her isolation, but 

Brooke continues to retreat from isolati'on and finally manages 
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to make ,a life with another woman who will shield him £rom/ 

isolation as Morag initially did. 

Rven when Morag Begins to 'realize the importance. of 

the past in discovering her ideri.ti:ty, sKe continues to 'reject 

Christie, and returns to an earli'er time, wliich is not really 

hers. She searches her memory for some fragment of her 

parents' influence. III keep the photographs not for what 

they show but for what is hidden in them." (D, p. 6) She is 

unable to find much., so begins to create memories for herself, 

convincing herself of their validity. "I remember their 

deaths but not their lives. Yet they're inside me, flowing 

unknown in my blood and moving unrecognized in my skull. It CD, 

p. 19:1 She justifies this process to h_erself oy accepting 

that it is ultimately unavoidable; the past will always con-

sist of a blend of fact and legend which, with time, will 

become. inseparable. "A popular misconception is that we can't 

change the past -- everyone is constantly changing their own 

past, recalling it, revising it." CD, p. 60) "Who has been 

real and \.-,ho imagined? All have, been both, it seems. It CD, p. 

249L Morag goes back to Scotland, eventually, to search for 

her roots in the hills from where her parents' people came. 

She does not make this journey all the way back, because she 

is interrupted by a realization which re-directs her quest: 

II thought I would have to go. But I 
guess I don tt, after all. The myths are my 
reality. Something like that. And also, I 
don '-t need to go there Because I know now 
what it was' I had to learn here ... it r- s a 
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deep land, all righ.t, t:- Morag says. f'But 
it ts' not mine, eXcept a long way BacK.. I 
always thought it was tfieland of my an
cestors, but it "s not. ,. 

('What is, tlien? 1.\ 

l'Cfiristi'e"s real country. Wliere I was 
Darn. " CD, p. 39:1 r 

She. sees her continuity witli.tn:e past as- well. She. lias tliDugIit 

that sfie would oe. able to prevent Pique from suffering . as sfie 

did, or as Jules' did. It is' not possiD'le:- fiowev'er,. for lI·the 

old patterns, the one~ from Doth. Moraghs ana Jules~ cliildfioQds, 

the. old patterns even in Pique"s own life II CD, p. 4211, keep 

repeating themselves, and Morag is later able to warn Dan of 

this. She has learned that it is impossible to turn one's 

hack. on the. past, to reject it entirely; the past will, as 

Christie has told her, remain always with us: 

t'Your own place will be different, but it will 
be the same too, in some ways." 

tNot if I can help it,t Dan says angrily~, 
l'Ilm not sure you can help it. You can 

change a whole lot." But you CEln I't throw !the 
past? away entirely. f> CD, p. 354 J 

As Morag accepts this, she must face her guilt for her beha-

viour and her treatment of Christie. "Had she been wrong to 

want to get away? No, not wrong to get away, to make her 

getaway. It was the other thing that was wrong, the turning 

away, turning her back on both of them," CD, p. 248) She 

is stabbed with remorse for leaving Manawaka, for leaving 

Christie and Prine She cannot thank Eva Winkler properly 

for her kindness or accept, without some shame, her simple 

explanation for it. If tIt wasn't that much, t Eva says. rShe 

was' always good to Vern and me. t· Sure. Prin gave them the 
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occasional j ally doughnut. She gave- Morag her only home,- u. 

CD, p. 2521 Morag has come to realize the necessity of 

accepting the past, all of it, and of forging ner identity 

from it. Tlie past is not to pusIied aside or rej ected ._!'You 

Can t't Go Kome Again, said Tliomas Wolfe. Morag wonders if it 

may be the reverse wfii:cIi is true. You have to go home again, 

in some way or other." CD, p. 302I Morag shm'ls her full 

acceptance of the past when she takes for her own the Clan

ranald MacDonald plaid pin and motto. ~Adoption, as who 

should know better than Morag, is possible. 1f CD, p. 432} 

With this novel, as·with the previous three, Margaret 

Laurence once more examines the impossibility of total commu

nication between people, a problem which continually plagues 

the many isolated characters in modern literature. The prob

lem is expecially acute for Morag because of her profession 

as a writer. She is, at first, convinced of the power of 

words, of their ability to explain everything. "I used to 

think words could do anything. Magic. Sorcery. Even Miracle. 

But no, only occasionally." CD, p. 5] Later she begins to 

doubt this god of words. rrWordsmith. Liar, more likely. 

Weaving fabrications. Yet, witli typical ambiguity, convinced 

that ficti.on was more true than fact. If CD, p. 25) Not only 

do the words not communicate fully and ef:fectively, they some-

times serve to obscure. I~Wordsmith, forging screens. Ir CD, p. 

2451 Yet, somewhere in her words Morag can find herself. 

Thi.s i.s' also true- for fier friend Ella, who is also a ~Nriter. 
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"It is the unspoken but real face under the. jester ~s mask. 

They do not pry, nor do tfiey invade. eacEL otlier I;\s are:as' of 

privacy. T!iey simply recognize. tne. eXistence: of the.Se:. I
_
l CD I 

p. l88t Throughout tlie navel thls- concern with words is 

reinforced 5y t!ie verbal nature: of Morag ("s tliinting. S!ie 

constantly plays wit~ words, inter-changing them or altering 

their form slig~tly to effect drastic clianges in m~aning~ 

!{the str.ingy lean oatfis wit!i prote.in in tKem, the Protean 

oathsU
' CD, p. 255T, "clutcfies of cymbals I cliches of sym15ols" 

CD, p. 2 8 6:L, II-angry .. e. •. at the. composition of her composite 

selfl~ CD, p. 2571, .lItfLe two-lNay Battle in the mindfield; the 

minefield of tlie mind. 11- CD, p. 39_9 L Yet when she needs t~em 

most, words seem to lose tlieix effectiveness for her as a 

means of conmmnication. "Words have lost meaning." CD, p. 

2781 What frightens Morag even more is not her inability 

to express herself as an artist, but the thought that her 

vision of life itself may be faulty: 

Do I only pretend to see, in writing? 
What did I ever see about you, Christie, until 
it was too late? I told my child tales about 
you, but I never took her to see you. I made 
a legend out of you, while the living you was 
there alone in that mouldering house. (D, p. 
4121 

Because of this fear, and the discrepancies between inner and 

outer life, as well as the fact that she for a long time 

denies this important aspect of her identity, Morag feels that 

her "flesh and herself are two separate entities. Ir CD, p. 326) 

Tfiis division of self is typical of tKe Beginnings of t~e jour-
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ney to self-awareness, as we: have already notea~ 110rag.:b,:? 

bro~g~t to a vision ofli!.e:/ s dualt:tYDY her profess'ion, as: a 

writer/and she is forced to accept tn:at corrmronication, des-' 

pite h.er art, is still extremely difficult, and no one can 

Know fully how life is for anyone else~ I"Who has led a Detter 

life, Eva or myself? No dollht r think she flas. No douD.t she 

thinks I" have. 1~ (0, p. 39~3} What Morag, like Stacey,must 

learn to recognize, is tliat there are ot~er forms of communi-

cation than words, whLch can ease the Durden of isolation. 
' .... ~, .. .;-' .- \. 

Communication need not always involve a vernal exchange: 

How unlike. me. I wotildMVahadt'6' say~vhat I 
thoug~t about it, analyze the words, probably. 
Yakkity yak. /Piqu~ doesn r t have to, and 
nei.th.er does' Jules. They do it in a different 
way, a way 1 can see, although it!s not mine. 
(D, pp. 426 .... 427) 

Morag, like Hagar, Rachel, and Stacey, can 5e admired 

for li.er strength and resiliance.. She nas made a journey to 

self-awareness l and survived it. 11'1 am okay. And in a pro-

found sense, this was true. r. Cp, p. 450L She is a spiritual 

descendant of the tough Hagar, having made the trek ~le 

still young enough to live out her revelations. She is made 

of the sa,me stuff as Hagar, has the same determination and 

Scottis~pride, and it is to her, fittingly, tliat the Currie 

plaid pin finally makes its way: 

My Hope is Constant in Thee. It sounds like a 
voice from the past. Whose voice, though? 
Does it matter? It does not matter. What mat~ 
ters is that the voice is there, and that she 
lias heard these words rffhlcK have been given 
to her. And will not .. ,aeny what flas been given. I." 

8ainsay Who Dare. CD, p. 432 .... 433f 
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Margaret Laurence, who, as Thomas says, ." has always 

written of the d~spossessed,,8 has provided us with one last 

(perhaps) vision of the outsider -- a woman possessed of the 

artist's insights and talents, which set her apart from the 

mainstream of humanity while at the same time allowing her 

added understanding of it. She has travelled the road to the 

inescapable oast, accepted its contribution to her sense of 

self, and laid her demons to rest. Laurencets O~Nn ·comment 

about the protagonists of the first three novels seems no less 

relevant here: 

In the end, and again in tlieir very different 
~vays, and out of their very different dilemmas, 
each finds within herself an ability to sur
vive -- not just to go on living, but to change 
and to move into new areas of life. 

Morag, like Hagar, Stacey, and Rachel before her, has faced 

lifets truth and has made her painful journey to self-knowledge 

and a reaffirmation o,f life T,yithout allmving herself to be de-

feated by it. All four protagonists have, like Hagarts Marvin, 

grappled with their angels and exacted a blessing from them. 

This blessing is the discovery of a fuller and more meaningful 

life than that experienced before true self-awareness dawned. 



Conclusion 

All four of Margaret Laurence~s Manawaka novels 

concern heroines whose stories may be interpreted as studies 

in isolation and who may be related to the existentialist idea 

of the outsider. The outsider usually experiences isolation 
.. _-

and failu:res to communicate, yet undertakes a search~for ~den-

tity and self-awareness in order to gain control of his life 

through positive acts of will. This pattern is present in 

all four of Margaret Laurencefs Manawaka novels. Here she 

explores such concerns fully and from different points of 

view. Margaret Laurence is a Canadian novelist concerned with 

the typically modern themes of alienation and isolation. 

While her novels have a distinctly Canadian flavour, her cen-

tral concerns can be seen to be shared by many works of mod

ern literature~l 

Laurence presents portraits of four women, in different 

situations in life, who nonetheless share, amon"g themselves 

and with us, problems cornmon to life in the twentieth century. 

Isolation and an attempt to discover our true identity are 

among these concerns. Laurence demonstrates to us how each of 

these women handles her individual crisis in life by facing 

the seeming hopelessness of life, recognizing its paradoxes, 

and renewing her hold on life by gaining a firmer grasp of 

experience as she responds to the challenge of making a pos-

sible tjest of God t into something meaninqful and valuable 

87 
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in spite of its difficulties. 

Critics and readers who feel that the Manawaka novels 

are ultimately depressing are, I believe, missing important 

triumphs of the heroines over the apparent futility of their 

lives 0 Discussing how these women rise above hopelessness to 

find value in life has been one of the central concerns of 

this study. Some readers miss the element of hope in the 
"'2"" -", ,',,',., ',C', ,'-. ,-. .,,".-

conclusion to each Manawaka novel, the promise of :salvation 

and new vitality. For example, Hagarts life, spent alone in 

a prison of her own making, s,eems a barren wasteland to the 

reader,' particularly :tn light of the fact:' that her realiza-

tion of this comes to Hagar when it is too late for her to 

make amends to, many of those whom she has wronged. This is 

indeed sad, but Hagar is not without hope. Even at the end 

she is able to realize the possibility of salvation, and she 

is able to make peace with herself and Marvin, at least, if 

not with those who have preceded her into death. Making 

amends with the dead is not as important as it seems in any 

case, for, as Hagar realizes, tithe dead don't bear a grudge 

nor seek a blessing. The dead donft rest uneasy. Onlv the 

living 0 " (SA, p. 304} If Hagar does not gain absolution from 

John, she gains it from Murray F. Lees, and her repentance is 

real enough when it finally occurs. That Hagar is able to 

gain a vision of life's significance even at the last and be 

thus undiminished in death is her triumph a final picture, 

surely, of hope rather than of despair. 

For the others, there is the opportunity to live out 
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what they have gained by their journeys to self-awareness. 

Rachel Cameron is able to rein in her demons and take posses

sion of her life. As she herself realizes, life may not al

ter dramatically in its outward manifestations, but, at least, 

it will be "otherwise. Not necessarily better, but at least 

different~" (JG, pp. 124-1251. It will be so because she now 

realizes that she has choices, that she can affect the way 

her life unfolds. This is a dramatic chanqe for Ra'chel, and 

surely a step forward out of the fairy-tale world she inhabits 

at the Beginning of the novel. 

For Stacey, too, life after her journey to self

awareness does not appear to have altered much, on the surface 

(witness the repetition of the descriptive passages at the 

Beginning and end of the novell, yet Stacey, like the others, 

is at tfi..e end better equipped to deal with life than she was 

at the beginning of the novel. She no longer sits passively 

hy whlle life happens to her; she recognizes that her future 

will be difficult, but knows now that she has the strength to 

cope with whatever life presents to her. "I used to think 

there would be a blinding flash of light someday, and then I 

would be wise and calm and would know how to cope with every

thing and my kids would rise up and call me blessed. Now I 

see that whatever I'm like, I'm pretty ~vell stuck with it for 

1 if e . It (F f pp. 29 8 - 2 9 9 ) 

In much the same T,vay Morag also takes charge of her 

life and begins to control the way it unfolds, after recog

nizing herself through her inner journey. She is able to ac-
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cept 50th what has happened to her and what will happen to 

her. She accepts willingly- her legacy from Hagar, and, in a 

sense, will carryon, as Hagar f'S spiritual descendant, the 

latter~s battle with life from where Hagar left off. These 

heroines, Margaret Laurence tells us, have faced their isola

tion and survived it; are netter, indeed, for having s'o faced 

it~ Perhaps the same is true for us. 

Dramatizations of confrontations with the fundamental 

separateness and isolation of individuals in society are not 

always pleasing. The encounter with the realization of isola

tion is not a pleasant experience, and may, in fact, destroy 

those who are not ready to encounter what they see. Unfor

tunately for these people, isolation is an experience which 

Cannot always be avoided, although some manage to avoid' 

realizing this, with apparent success. What Margaret Laurence 

holds out to us is not continued despair, however, but a ray 

of hope and the possibility of survival for those who feel 

that their encounter with the despair of isolation is immi

nent. There is a lot to be gained if we can proceed bevond 

despair to accept lifets paradoxes and perceive life's value. 

Laurence does not offer an escape from isolation; indeed there 

is none, for, in her view, every man is an island~ but she 

does offer us a new way of perceiving this situation and of 

gaining advantages from deepened perception. 

Inescapable isolation is hardly a blessing, but it 

too is paradoxical in nature. On the negative side, isolation 

seals us in unbridgeable loneliness, and cuts us off from 



sharing fully with others. It means that we must bear life's 

burdens (3.1one and condemns us to the fate of never being fully 
"--""c __ , .~ . 

(or even partially) understood by others. On the positive 

side, however, an awareness of our isolation forces us to 

take responsibility for our own actions, to cherish our exis-

tence as the only thing that we have to value~ It encourages 

us to become more aware of ourselves and to seek to discover 

the meaning of life. Finally, isolation as indeDen'dence can 

oecome a source of strength. Strength and self-awareness can 

be ours if we manage to re-direct our attention and look 

without fear towards the truths which are sought by every out-

sider . 

Margaret Laurence "s Manawaka novels ~ then, are con-

cerned with isolation which is' a frequent subject in Canadian 

literature~ One of the ways in which she presents isolation 

in lier Manawaka fiction is by dramatizing her four central 

characters as outsiders. These isolated heroines undertake a 

journey to self-realization which is characterized by a num-

ber of recognizable stages: dissatisfaction with life and 

alienation both from self and from the world, a struggle with 

the influences of the ~ast, an encounter with the experience 

of death, and a~ ultimate development of a sense of. under-

standing and responsibility, all of which lead to the develop-

ment of a surviving-self. Margaret Laurencets novels Dresent 

a natural development from concerns with isolation and sur-

vival prevalent in earlier Canadian fiction. Laurence's Mana-

waka novels grow out of a developing Canadian tradition, but 
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they have a universal as well as an immediately Canadian 

concern. 
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Notes to Conclusion 

1. A sense of the universality of Laurencets work 
has been maintained throughout this study and is also noted 
by others, including John Moss in Patterns of Isolation 
(Toronto: McClelland, 19741. Laurence herself feels that 
though her work is Canadian in origin and context, it also 
has universal application. See Graeme Gibson, Eleyen Canadian 
Novelists (Toronto: Anansi, 19751, p. 193. 

2. Laurence herself feels that these books, although 
not optimistic, do, in fact, and were intended to, portray a 
profound sense of hone. 1I0ptimism in this world seems impos
siBle to me. But in each novel there is some hope, and that 
is a different tliing entirely.1f Quoted from "Sources" in 
W.li. New, ed., Margaret Laurence: The Writer and Her Critics 
(Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 19-771, D. 15. 
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